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A b stract
The theo ry  o f n o n re la tiv is tic  Q C D , developed by the N R Q C D  co llabora­
tio n , is em ployed in  s im u la tions p roducing the  D states o f the upsilon system in 
the quenched app rox im a tion . C orre la tions are analysed using m u lti-co rre la tio n  
f it t in g  routines to  ob ta in  energies arid am plitudes fo r the  ground and firs t excited 
states. Since the  D states have never been observed, comparison o f the s im u la tion  
results cannot be made w ith  the experim en ta l upsilon spectrum . However various 
phenom enological p o te n tia l m odel studies have been made and th e ir results can 
be used as an es tim a tion  o f the  D state p a rt o f the upsilon spectrum . The D state 
spectrum  at (5 =  6.0 is studied in  de ta il arid the ground state o f 1 D 2 is stud ied  
at /3 =  5.7 to  test the  scaling o f the results at the  tw o  d ifferent la ttice  spacings.
v
C h a p te r  1
In tro d u c t io n  to  Lattice  QCD
1.1 In tro d u c tio n
The tra d itio n a l goal o f partic le  physics has been to  id e n tify  w hat appear to  be 
p o in t- like  un its  o f m a tte r, and to  understand the nature of the forces acting  be­
tween them . B rie fly  there are two fundam enta l types of m a tte r: leptons and 
quarks. B o th  are sp in -1 /2  ferm ions and are structureless at the  sm allest d is­
tances cu rre n tly  probed by the highest energy accelerators. The in teractions o f 
these fundam enta l partic les are described by a h igh ly  successful model called the 
S tandard M odel (S M ), where the ferm ions in te ract w ith  each other v ia  the  ex­
change o f gauge bosons. To understand the nature o f these in teractions requires 
the  p rin c ip le  o f gauge invariance, where the SM demands invariance under the 
gauge group o f ro ta tions 5 /7 (3 ) (g) SU(2)  (g) U ( l ) .  The gauge group 5 /7 (2 ) (g> /7(1) 
defines the  electroweak in te rac tion  describing the in teractions between leptons 
arid the  W  and Z  gauge bosons, w ith  the sym m etry  breaking at low energies 
to  Z7(l) o f Q uan tum  E lectrodynam ics (Q E D ). The gauge group 5 /7 (3 ) describes 
Q uan tum  C hrom odynam ics (Q C D ), the theory of the strong in te rac tion  o f quarks 
and gluons. Q C D  incorporates the 5 /7 (3 ) group to  account fo r the p rope rty  o f 
quarks arid gluons known as colour, which both  types of pa rtic le  are believed 
to  carry. A lth o u g h  quarks and gluons are on ly  ever observed as constituents o f 
colourless objects known as hadrons, which can be sp lit in to  two types: baryons
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and mesons. Baryons are form ed from  three quarks, each having one o f the  three 
colours o f the 5(7(3) colour group, w hile  mesons are formed from  a quark and 
an an tiqua rk , the an tiquark  possessing the an tico lou r corresponding to  th a t of 
the quark. Quarks also come in six known flavours, up, down, strange, charm , 
bo ttom  and top.
In the past p e rtu rb a tion  theory was used to  great success in Q ED to  calcu­
late physical quantities o f in terest such as m a tr ix  elements and sca tte ring  a m p li­
tudes. Th is  involves the use of a power series expansion in the coupling constant 
of the appropria te  ferm ion and gauge boson: the e lectron and photon. The h igher 
orders generally represent very com plicated processes invo lv ing  the  exchange of 
v ir tu a l photons between electrons. Calcu la tions in QED are re la tive ly  easy to  
solve since the  coupling constant between electrons and photons is a sm all n um ­
ber a e ~  0 (1 /1 3 7 ) m aking  the  power series very convergent. However, un like  
Q ED , Q CD is a non-Abelian  gauge theory and consequently displays properties 
associated w ith  th is  type  of theory. For exam ple the  coupling constant in  Q C D , 
a s displays a p roperty  known as asym pto tic  freedom. A sym p to tic  freedom means 
th a t the coupling goes to  zero as the quark separation becomes very sm all, and at 
distances less than about 0.1 fm  the lowest order diagrams in p e rtu rb a tio n  the ­
ory dom inate. A t these distances quark-quark scatte ring , for exam ple, is given 
approx im ate ly  by one-gluon exchange diagrams and i t  is in  th is  short-d istance 
region th a t pe rtu rba tive  Q CD has been h igh ly  successful for analysing high en­
ergy phenomenon such as B jorken scaling. However, as the distance between 
the quarks increases, the in te rac tion  gets stronger, and m any higher order d i­
agrams become im p o rta n t. A no ther consequence of the non-A belian  na tu re  o f 
Q CD is confinem ent; at distances of order 1 fm , quarks are confined in to  bound 
states called hadrons and at these m edium  and low energy scales the coup ling  
is a s ~  G(  1), and so p e rtu rb a tion  theory  breaks down, thus a n on -pe rtu rba tive  
trea tm en t o f QCD is required to  study fundam enta l properties o f hadrons such 
as quark confinem ent and the hadron mass spectrum .
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1.2 D e fin in g  Q C D
In order to  describe the tru e  hadron p ic ture , i t  is im p o rta n t to  ob ta in  an appro­
p ria te  Lagrangian density C q c d  and use th is  as the  s ta rting  po in t for a quantum  
fie ld  theory  o f quarks and gluons. T h is  Lagrangian m ust contain a k in e tic  te rm  
for the quarks:
4 0)W  =  ( 1-1)
3 = 1
where j  =  1 num bers the d iffe rent quark flavours and r r i j  denotes th e ir 
masses. The quark fields ip-j have three colour components
4 ] = ( 1.2)4 ] \
The Lagrangian density cannot itse lf be sa tis facto ry since on ly  describes 
the m otion  of free quarks. B u t there is a more subtle  physical reason w hy is 
unacceptable. Hadrons are colour singlet states, fo r exam ple a 7r+ -meson can be 
im agined as a bound state o f a u and a d quark:
7T~*~ ~  U\d\  +  1/ 2^2 T  U^dz ( f -3)
The physical 7r +-meson is inva rian t under S U { 3) ro ta tions  in  colour space. W hen 
the bound states d isp lay an invariance, th is  should be a consequence of the un ­
derly ing  Lagrangian density. In  fact is inva rian t under the fo llow ing  S U ( 3) 
colour transfo rm a tion
' tpj(x) UTl>j(x) (j =  l , . . . , f )  (1.4)
where U U ^ = 1, d e tU = 1 and U  is independent o f x. The im p o rta n t po in t here 
is th a t U  is a constant m a tr ix . T h is  means th a t w ith  we can choose the
unobserved d irections of the axes in colour space in  any m anner we like. They 
m ust however be defined g lobally, th a t is the d irections of the axes m ust be the
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same at every p o in t in the universe, which is very unsatis factory since i t  would 
give the re la tive  o rien ta tion  in  colour space at d iffe rent space-tim e points absolute 
significance, even though there are no corresponding observable effects.
In the case o f classical e lectrodynam ics, W eyl discovered a p rinc ip le  th a t 
can be regarded as the “ reason” fo r the existence of the photon. The s ta rting  
po in t is the Lagrangian density fo r a free D irac electron:
£(°) =  -  m e)\l>(x) (1.5)
T yp ica l observable quan tities  are b ilinea r expressions, e.g. the curren t density
f  =  ^ ^ ( x )  ( 1-6)
These observables are unchanged when V’ (x ) m u ltip lie d  by a phase factor. The 
phase fac to r can have an a rb itra ry  r-dependence and we make the su bs titu tion
'ip(x) —> 'ip'(x) =  eta^ i j j ( x )  (1-7)
We can see im m ed ia te ly  th a t the Lagrangian is not inva rian t under the above 
phase transfo rm a tion . W eyl discovered th a t the coupled system of electrons and 
photons, which is described by the M axw e ll-D irac  Lagrangian, is inva rian t under 
the above transfo rm a tion  and is given for completeness by
£ m d  =  -  7ne) ^ ( x )  -  (1.8)
Here F^y is the fie ld -s treng th  tensor, and D M is the covariant derivative :
Ffn/ — d^ / ^ ( x )  dy A  n(x')
D ^ ( x )  =  (<9/x -  i e A ^ x ) ) ' i p ( x )  (1.9)
arid the electron charge is given by ( —e). I t  is easily shown th a t C m d  is inva rian t
under the fo llow ing  ‘gauge’ transfo rm ations:
4
i!>(x)->  eia{x)
A  ^ (x )  —> Af,(x  (1.10)
e
Here a ( x )  is an a rb itra ry  real func tion  of x. In fo rm a l te rm ino logy, these trans­
fo rm ations are said to  form  a U{  1) gauge group. W eyl in te rp re ted  th is  resu lt to
mean th a t the invariance of the D irac fie ld  under the phase trans fo rm a tion  (1.10) 
can be though t o f as a “ reason’1 fo r the existence of the photon.
R e turn ing  to  Q C D , i t  is possible to  construct a Lagrangian density along 
s im ila r lines to  e lectrodynam ics. I t  should be possible to  choose the d irections of 
the axes in  colour space com plete ly  freely at a ll space-tim e points, since they are 
unobserved. Indeed, since a ll hadrons are colour singlets, we can demand gauge 
invariance under local gauge transfo rm a tion  in colour space:
i l>j(x) ->  U(x) i/>j(x)  (1.11)
where U (x )  is an S U ( 3) m a tr ix  and fo r a ll x it  m ust hold tha t
U ( x ) U \ x )  =  1 and detU(x )  =  1 (1-12)
It  is easy to  see th a t the Lagrangian of the free quark fields is not inva rian t 
under (1.11). The way to  save the invariance was discovered by Yang w h ils t 
investiga ting  non-A belian  gauge theories. As seen above for e lectrodynam ics, the 
gauge p rinc ip le  was saved by the in tro du c tio n  o f photons. Analogously the gauge 
p rinc ip le  o f QCD also requires the in tro du c tio n  of vector fields, which of course 
represent the gluons. We need e ight gluons corresponding to  the e ight lin e a rly  
independent generators o f the S U ( 3) colour group. The eight real gluon vector 
potentia ls  A a(x)  (w ith  a =  1, . . . ,  8) are combined in to  a 3 x  3 H e rm itian  traceless 
m a tr ix
M * )  =  A ; ( x ) ^ - =  A l ( x )  
T r A ^ ( x )  -  0 (1.13)
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The Aa are the G ell-M ann A-matrices [3] now operating in colour space. For the 
coupling of the gluons to  the quarks, we can use a ‘m in im a l’ subs titu tion  as in 
e lectrodynam ics, i.e replace a ll pa rtia l derivatives w ith
+  igsA ^ (x )  (1-14)
where the q u a n tity  is the covariant derivative  and gs is a dimensionless cou­
p ling  constant analogous to  the electronic charge e. W ith  th is  su b s titu tio n , we 
ob ta in  from  the fo llow ing  expression:
f
£ q {x ) =  (1-15)
i= i
I t  is easy to  see th a t C q is inva rian t under local gauge transfo rm ations ( 1.11), 
provided the gluon fie ld  is transform ed as follows:
A ^ x )  —> A'J^x) =  U ( x ) A fX( x ) U \ x )  — — U ( x ) d ^ U \ x )  (1.16)
9s
where the m a tr ix  A 'J x )  is also H e rm itian  and traceless for any U (x )  th a t satisfies 
the conditions ( 1.12).
N o th ing  useful can be been gained from  th is  trea tm en t as long as the vecto r 
po ten tia l A ^ (x )  of the gluons is treated as an externa l fie ld. The gluon fie ld 
itse lf m ust become a dynam ica l variable. In order to  construct the pa rt o f the  
Lagrangian th a t contains the gluons dynam ics, we in troduce a gluon fie ld -s treng th  
tensor A^ iL/(x ), in analogy w ith  the e lectrom agnetic fie ld -strength  tensor
F„v {x )  =  d ^ A v(x)  -  duA ^ (x )  +  igs[ A ^ x ) ,  A v(x)]  (1-17)
which fo r fixed x is H e rm itian  w ith  zero trace. Thus we define its  components by
F M  =  y U - U y  (1.18)
and ob ta in  from  (1.17)
F lv  =  dnA l ( x ) -  dvA l ( x )  -  gsf abcA\L( x ) A cu(x)  (1.19)
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The f af)C are the s truc tu re  constants o f the S U ( 3) group [3] and are defined by 
the com m uta tion  re la tion
[Aa,A6j =  2 i j abc\ c (1.20)
The quadra tic  te rm  in the gluon fie ld has no analogue in  e lectrodynam ics and 
is typ ica l o f the non-Abelian  nature o f the S U { 3) colour group. The te rm  is 
necessary in order to  achieve a sim ple transfo rm a tion  behaviour fo r the fie ld - 
s trength  tensors under gauge transform ations, i.e.
F ^ ( x )  -» U ( x ) F ^ ( x ) U \ x )  (1.21)
I t  is now possible to  w rite  down a gauge inva rian t Lagrangian density for quarks 
and gluons
Cqcd =  E  # ( * )  ( i r l D M s  -  ™,&AB) 4>f(x) -  (1.22)
A, B , j  4
where the sum m ation over A , B  represents the quark colour (A  =  1 ,2 ,3 ) and j  
represents the quark flavour. is the covariant derivative  arid F * u is the gluon 
fie ld -s treng th  tensor defined by
[Dvi\AB =  &AB&H + ig [ -£ - ]A B A p(x )  (1.23)
and
K u  =  d , F ;  -  d „ F  (1.24)
a sum is im p lied  over the eight gluon colour fie lds A “ (x).
1.2.1 B o tto m iu m
The upsilon (T )  meson, which is the subject o f th is  thesis, is a bound state 
composed of the bo ttom  quark ( 6) and its an tiquark  (6). Since quarks do not, 
apparently, exist as free isolated partic les, i t  is not s tra igh tfo rw ard  to  decide how
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to  define th e ir mass. However, fo r the heavier meson states (such as cc and 
66) an app rox im a tion  can be made by supposing the m a jo r co n trib u tio n  to  the 
hadronic mass is given by an effective quark mass co n tribu tin g  add itive ly . Thus 
from  experim enta l values from  the cc states o f mass ~  3 GeV, rnc ~  1.5 GeV, and 
from  the 66 ones at ~  10 GeV, ~  5 GeV, in  very rough term s [4]. The average 
value for the square o f the ve loc ity  o f the 6 quark in the  T  is estim ated from  
po te n tia l models (See C hapter 2) as v 2 ~  0.1, which is essentia lly n on re la tiv is tic . 
T h is  gives an average 6 quark m om entum  (and consequently gluon energy) of 
O ( M b V )  ~  1.4 GeV. In th is  low energy regime, the strong coup ling  a a ~  0 ( 1 )  
and so p e rtu rb a tion  theory is not applicable here. Th is means th a t an a lte rna tive  
m ethod has to  be employed to  s tudy the T  system, which leads to  the subject of 
the  next section, L a ttice  gauge theory.
1.3 L a ttic e  Q C D
Having exam ined the  fo rm u la tion  for QCD it  is necessary to  discuss the s ta rting  
p o in t for la ttice  ca lcu lations o f non -pe rtu rba tive  quantities: Feynm an’s sum over 
paths fo rm u la tion  of quantum  held theory. Feynm an’s approach allows us to  
calculate the expectation  values of tim e  ordered products o f held operators as a 
path in tegra l o f the form
( 0 |r (& ,( * ! )  • ■ • «t„(zn))|0) =  - j — I I\ V M n { x \) • ■ • ^j„(*n)exp(i5[^])
m
(1.25)
where V(j)k is the in teg ra tion  measure and S is the action of the theory. The te rm  
in  the denom inato r Z[4>\ is called the vacuum func tiona l and is dehned such th a t 
*" j QQ = 1. Z is given e x p lic it ly  as
=  f  Y [V ( j )k exp(iS[(J)]) (1.26)
J k
I t  would be im possible to  ex trac t measurable, low energy quan tities  fo r Q CD 
a n a ly tica lly  using the path in tegra l expressions above since the path  integrals do
8
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not have a p e rtu rb a tive  expansion in  th is  regime. However a fte r an im p o rta n t 
m od ifica tio n , the  path in tegra l expressions (1.25) and (1.26) can be applied to  firs t 
p rinc ip les ca lcu la tions in Q CD using la ttice  theory. The need fo r a m od ifica tion  
can be apprecia ted by noting  th a t the quantum  am plitudes of (1.25) and (1.26) 
are very d if f ic u lt  to  s tudy num erica lly  because of the ra p id ly  osc illa ting  com plex 
exponentia ls. To deal w ith  th is , we perform  a W ick  ro ta tio n , where we ro ta te  
tim e  in to  an im ag ina ry  d irection :
t - + i r  (1.27)
Th is has the  effect o f converting the osc illa ting  factors ~  exp(zS') in to  exponen­
t ia lly  decreasing functions ~  exp ( — ST), so th a t now they appear much more 
like classical w e igh ting  functions, the most im p o rta n t path s t ill being the one of 
least S e ■ The subscrip t ‘ E 1 stands for Euclidean, since we have now moved from  
M inkow sk i space w ith  an inva rian t squared length of t 2 — x 2 to  a four-d im ensional 
Euclidean space w ith  squared length — t 2 —  x 2 . Th is  Euclidean version o f quantum  
fie ld theory, when p u t on a la ttice , is in fact analogous to a s ta tis tica l mechan­
ical system . The connection is made by observing th a t in Euclidean space, the 
equation (1.26) is o f the same form  as the fundam enta l q u a n tity  o f s ta tis tica l 
mechanics, the  p a r tit io n  function  Z
f l [ V t k e M - S E ) (1.28)
J  k
T h is  re la tionsh ip  allows the large num ber of num erical techniques available in  
s ta tis tica l mechanics to be applied to  la ttice  fie ld  theory.
F ie ld  theories, such as QCD have an in fin ite  num ber o f degrees o f freedom. 
So in order to  give path in tegra l calcu lations m eaning (w hich are well defined 
on ly  fo r systems w ith  a fin ite  num ber o f degrees o f freedom ), we have to  sp lit up 
space-tim e in to  a four-d im ensional la ttice  of discrete points w ith  la ttice  spacing a 
on a fin ite  vo lum e, i.e, the la ttice  provides a well defined regularisation  o f QCD. 
C oordinates in  th is  space-time la ttice  are restric ted  to  these points using integer 
m u ltip le s  o f the  la ttice  spacing a
9
Xu —► ri^a
C ontinuum  in teg ra tion  is replaced by a sum m ation
(1.29)
f  d4x  —> a4 ^  (1.30)
n
and continuum  derivatives are replaced by fin ite  differences and w ill be discussed 
in  section (1.3.2) and in  chapter 3.
1.3.1 G auge F ields on the L attice
In a la ttice  fo rm u la tio n  o f Q CD, the fe rm ion  fields are on ly defined on the  la ttice  
sites. The representation chosen for the gauge fields A ^ {x )  on the  la ttice  is de te r­
m ined by the requirem ent th a t gauge invariance be preserved. In the con tinuum , 
in order to  construct a gauge-invariant scalar b ilinea r te rm  from  the fie lds 'ij’ (x)  
and ' ip(y), the  held i j j (y) m ust undergo para lle l transport from  p o in t y to  p o in t x 
using the path-ordered para lle l transporte r
U ( x , y )  =  V e 'aS“ A^ )dz‘' (1.31)
Thus the q u a n tity
^ (x )U (x ,y ) ' ( p ( y )  (1.32)
is gauge inva rian t. Th is suggests th a t on the la ttice  the gauge fie lds should 
be associated w ith  the links between neighbouring la ttice  sites. I f  x  and y are 
neighbouring sites, the path-ordered in tegra l runs along the connecting lin k , and 
i f  we assume th a t \x — y\ =  a, is su ffic ien tly  sm all we can approxim ate  the  in tegra l 
by
U { x , x +  aft) =  U„(x~ e,9a'v (x+ “ A) (1.33)
Hence, gauge invariance dictates tha t the gauge variables be SU(3 )  m atrices.
C onventiona lly  is known as a lin k  variable  since i t  lives on the  lin k  connecting
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9 »--------------•  • ——— — —— ——•
n n +  (l n n T  /r
Un,n+pL Un+p,iTl =  Unn_^pL
Figure 1.1: L in k  variables
two neighbouring sites. can be denoted by Unin+p, as it  is a d irected q u a n tity  
from  the site n t o n  +  ji. S im ila r ly  the he rm itian  q u a n tity  can be denoted by 
^nn+A which is d irected in the opposite d irection . See fig  (1.1).
The gauge lin k  undergoes the local transfo rm ation
Un,n+ii y G {n )U n^ ( i G  l ( n - \ - f i )  (1-34)
where the m a tr ix  G ( n ) is a m em ber of the S U ( 3) group and is local to  the site 
n. A  construction  of a la ttice  version of the continuum  gauge action should 
be s tr ic t ly  gauge-invariant as in the continuum  case, and be a func tion  o f lin k  
variables only. Such gauge inva rian t functions are easily form ed by tak ing  the 
p roduct of lin k  variables around closed loops on the Euclidean space-tim e la ttice . 
Since U^(n)  transform s as (1.34), the sim plest gauge-invariant q u a n tity  one can
bu ild  from  the elements U ^ (n ) : is the trace of the path ordered p roduct of lin k
variables along the boundary of an elem entary plaquette. See fig (1.2).
Up(n) =  U ^ ( n )  =  U ^{n )Uv{n  +  / i) t /^ (n  +  v ) U l { n )  (1.35)
It  can be shown to  0 ( a 2) th a t
(1.36)U p„{n ) — e%9oa , ( n )fils' '
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n  T  v n - f  (l +  v
Uv(n +  p.)
Figure 1.2: The p laquette  in  the ////-p lane is made from  four gauge links form ed 
in an antic lockw ise d irection .
From th is  it  is s tra igh tfo rw ard  to  show th a t the gauge fie ld action on the la ttice  
is given by
^  =  / j £  £  f 1 -  J~ T  + LC ( n )) ] (1-37)
n
where (3 =  ^  is often used to  specify the size of the la ttice  spacing, since g is a 
func tion  o f a [2].
Th is expression reduces to  the continuum  Euclidean gauge action
Sa =  J d4x ^ T r ( F ‘w F ll„)(1.38)
as the la ttice  spacing tends to  zero.
1.3.2 Ferm ions on the  Lattice
Consider the  D irac equation in  M inkow ski space
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( i ^ d n  ~  M ) ^ ( x )  =  0 (1.39)
where 7 ^ are the D irac m atrices sa tisfying the fo llow ing  a n ti-com m uta tion  re la­
tions and ip is a four com ponent spinor
{7", 7"} = 2 < r
This equation o f m o tion  follows from  the action
S f  =  =  J  d4x ^ ( x ) ( i ' y p'dn — M ) ^ ( x )  (1-40)
For reasons m entioned in the last section we need to  go from  M inkow ski to  E u­
clidean space. Th is  can be achieved by m aking the transfo rm ation  to  im ag ina ry
tim es, x° —> —i x 4 , y° —> —iy<\ etc. From now on, x  and y denote the  Euclidean 
four vectors w ith  components x M and yM (f i =  1, 2, 3 ,4 ). In  order to  transfo rm  
the ferm ion action in to  Euclidean space i t  is also convenient to  express the action  
in  term s of a new set o f 7 -m atrices 7^  ( f t  =  1, ...,4 ) satisfy ing the algebra
{ 7 ®, 7 f }  =  2
w ith  the h e rm itian  a lternatives 7^  =  7 0, 7f  =  —i y .
A p p ly in g  these transform ations to  the ferm ion action Sf , we obta in  the  fo llow ing  
action for the Euclidean action s §
Sp =  J  d4x t p ( x ) F  +  (1.41)
To make the tra ns ition  from  the con tinuum  to  the la ttice , the action Sp has to  
be discretised. We do th is by m aking the fo llow ing  substitu tions:
M  - + - M  
a
i/>(x) - 4 „ 3 / T (
iJj (x ) -
4 «3 (1.42)
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where M and ip have been scaled according to  th e ir canonical dimensions. 
F in a lly  the deriva tive  acting on the ferm ion fie ld  is replaced by
d ^ ( x )  -> (1.43)
where is the la ttice  derivative  defined by
d ^ a(n)  =
Za
ipa(n  - f  afi) — ipa (n  — aft) (1.44)
Here fi =  eM, where eM is a u n it vector po in ting  along the fi d irec tion . A p p ly in g
the above replacements to  the Euclidean ferm ion action, we obta in
S f  = E  -  7 ^ - m )  +  (1.45)
n , \ i
A lte rn a tiv e ly  the la ttice  can be w ritte n  in the m a tr ix  form
S f  =  '^24>Knm'i>(m) (1-46)
71,771
where
A nm — ^ ^m,n—/z] T  (1.47)
A4 ^
The propagator fo r the  free ferm ion in Euclidean space is given by the inverse 
m a tr ix  K ~ f  =  ( i/> (n )^ (m )). The inverse m a tr ix  K ~ l is determ ined from  the 
re la tion
(i-4 8 )
I
and is easily obta ined by sw itch ing  to  m om entum  space, where 6nm is given by
r  _d j )_  ip{n-m) n  4m
nm 7 - .  (27r )4 1
s u b s titu tin g  the above equation in to  (1.47), one finds th a t K nm is given by
where
4
K (P) =  S  *Tm sin Pm +  M  (1-51)
M=1
It  is now easily shown, by using (1.48) th a t K nr^ is given by
«  -  f O . ) - f M ,  o * >J -n  (2t r)4 £ Msm 2p M +  M
In p rin c ip le  to  obta in  the  continuum  version of the ferm ion propagator (' ip(x)'ip(y)) 
we rescale ipn, ij)m and M  according to  (1.42) and le t a —> 0, keeping t/>, ?/>, x =  n a , 
y =  na  fixed, i.e.
( V ^ M ? / ) )  =  lim  -^ G (  —, M a )  (1.53)a—o a a
F in a lly  a change is made to the in teg ra tion  variable such tha t
W * W y ) )  =  J_i W  +  ( L54>
However, looking at the dispersion re la tion  for such ferm ions in  the free fie ld  case 
one has
E 2 =  M 2 +  V s i n 2(pza) (1.55)
aL %
where ~ ~  <  P* <  For pi —> 0, E 2 —> M 2 which is the energy for a fe rm ion  
w ith  zero m om entum  in the low energy region. However for pi —> J, E 2 —> A42 
as well. T h is  is known as the ferm ion doubling problem , where there is an e x tra  
pa rtic le  in  the low energy region even though i t ’s m om entum  is high. T h is  is 
pure ly  a la ttice  a rtifa c t and in d dimensions one has 2d ferm ions using the naive 
fe rm ion  action (1.45). Th is problem  can be avoided by adding ex tra  term s to  the  
Lagrangian which w ill disappear in  the continuum  lim it .  The most com m on ly  
used action is given by W ilson where such a correction te rm  is added to  the action  
(1.45) to  give
15
S (F V) =  SF -  7 ^ i l ; ( n ) C n p ( n )  (1.56)
^ n
where r  is the W ilson param eter. The W ilson action can be w ritte n  in  the fo rm  
of equ (1.47) where
Knm — (A / +  4 r )6nm 'y ^ [( *^ H T  (^ T  n\
Z M
S etting  r  to  un ity , the dispersion re la tion  for the W ilson action becomes
E 2 =
1
M  +  - ( 1  -  V c o s p * )  + — V s i n 2pl (1.58)
a . azI I
Taking pi —> 0 as before one has E  —> M  , b u t now when p; 7 , E 2 —> 
(M  +  2a -1 ). Approaching the continuum  a —* 0, the effective mass becomes 
in fin ite  arid the ex tra  2d — 1 ferm ions do not propagate and decouple from  the 
theory. The above change to  the action leads to  the continuum  single fe rm ion  
propagator in Euclidean space, ( ^ ( x ) i / ’(p )), as the la ttice  spacing goes to  zero.
In order to  m a in ta in  the gauge invariance o f the W ilson action Sy '  * in  the 
in te rac ting  case, i.e Sqcd  — SF * +  So, the fo llow ing  substitu tions
i/>(n) —» G(n) ip (n)
Un,n+t ->  G (n )U nin+^ G ~ l (n +  [l) (1.59)
m ust be used to  m od ify  Sy*  ^ to  include gauge fields.
S ?  } =  ( M  +  4 r) ^  Tp(n)ip(n) -  ( j > { n ) ( r l  -  ^ ) U fM(n)' ip(n +  jx)
n  ^  n,/x ^
+  tp(n +  f l ) ( r  1 +  7M) 7/ V n ) ^ ( n ) ) , (1.60)
T h is  procedure is analogous to  the trea tm en t given in section ( 1.2), to  ensure 
gauge invariance in the continuum  Lagrangian density Cq c d -
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1.4 S im u lations on th e  L a ttic e
A fte r defin ing the la ttice  actions fo r the fe rm ion  and gauge fields o f Q CD and 
showing th a t they posses the desired naive continuum  lim it ,  they  can be used to  
calculate the hadron spectrum  from  firs t princip les. As m entioned in section (1.3) 
the m ethod most read ily  applicable to la ttice  theory  is th a t o f the path  in teg ra l 
in Euclidean space. For the vacuum expectation value of an a rb itra ry  fun c tio n  
o f the  gauge and quark fields, f (U,xp , ip )  on the la ttice , the path  in tegra l is
(0 | / ( t / , r M ) | 0) =  W W / ( W , ? ) e- W * l  (1.61)
where Z  is the p a rtitio n  function  defined as
Z  =  j  VUVxl>Vi>e-(1.62)
such th a t *T j f j T) = 1  and the in tegra tion  measures are defined as
D U  =  n du,(n ) ,x>0 =  n <70(n), Dif) =  n  dxp(n) (1.63)
/ x ,n  71 71
i.e., D U  is defined over every lin k  in  the la ttice , and Di/ jDip over every site.
The quark fields are Grassman variables and as such d iffic u lt to  deal w ith  
com puta tiona lly . Fortunate ly , for calculations o f the hadron mass spectrum , one 
usua lly  on ly  need to  solve the path in tegra l for quark propagators 
which are also known as the quark Greens funcion  G (m ,n ). The Grassman 
integra ls can then be done a na ly tica lly  to  give
t~T( M l  \\ r t  \ fVUVipD^il>(m)i l ) (n)e-sQCD {'d>{m)tp{n)) =  G (m , n) -- —
f  V U D ip D ip e ~ sQCD 
j  D U K p l (n , m , U ) d e t I \ F { n , m , U)e~Sa
f  D U d e t K p ( n , m , U)e - s G
(1.64)
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In  a com puter s im u la tion , the la ttice  necessarily has a fin ite  num ber o f 
links, hence eq (1.64) is a m u lti-d im ensiona l f in ite  in tegra l. I t  can be solved using 
M onte  Carlo in teg ra tion  w ith  im portance sam pling where a gauge-configuration 
Cp) is generated (w ith  a random  S U ( 3) m a tr ix  for each lin k  CM(n )) w ith  weight 
d e t I i i r ( n : m , U ) e ~ SG and repeated u n til one has an ensemble o f N conf  such con­
figura tions. Then the quark propagator is estim ated by evaluating
1 NConf
G(n,  m)  =  —---------- G ( n , m - U {i)) (1.65)
c o n f  i - i
where G(n,  m ; f/m ) means the quark propagator between rn and n evaluated 
on the i th gauge configuration. Th is m ethod proves to  be extrem ely d iffic u lt 
in  p ractice  since the weight d e t I \F (n , rn ,  U)e~s°  is a non-local q u a n tity  and is 
too  costly  to  calculate on most present computers. One way to  overcome th is  
prob lem  is s im p ly  to  set detKp( r i ,  m , U)  equal to  un ity . Th is defines the quenched 
app rox im a tion , which is used in  most la ttice  calculations. The m eaning of se tting  
d e t K /? (n ,m ,6/)  =  1 is equivalent to  ignoring in te rna l quark loops in p e rtu rb a tive  
Q CD.
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C h a p t  er 2
P o ten tia l  M odels
Since the discovery of the charm quark, po ten tia l models have been used w ith  
some success to  s tudy the heavy meson spectrum  of charm onium  arid more re­
cen tly  bo tto m iu m . In the fo llow ing  chapter a sim ple in tro du c tio n  to  such poten­
tia l models in  the continuum  is given and results o f the T  D-state spectrum  are 
presented.
2.1 In tro d u c tio n  to  P o te n tia l M o d e ls
Bound states can be treated w ith  the help of the (n o n -re la tiv is tic ) Schrodinger 
equation
H ^  =  E ^  (2 .1)
where the n on re la tiv is tic  H am ilton ian  for a quantum  system consisting o f two 
partic les w ith  masses m \  and m 2, respectively, which in te ract v ia  some p o ten tia l
P ( r )  is given in  the centre of m om entum  fram e by
P2
H  =  m i + m 2 +  - — \ - V ( r )  (2.2)
2//
where // denotes the reduced mass
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m im y
It =  2.3
mi  +  m 2
Here the m ain task is to  find the po ten tia l V ( r )  describing the in te rac tion  of 
the partic les cons titu ting  the bound state. By considering the e lastic sca tte ring  
of the  constituents, the p e rtu rb a tive ly  accessible p a rt o f the po ten tia l m ay be 
derived in the fo llow ing  way [5].
(i)  com pute the scattering am p litude  T /;, defined in term s of the  S -m a trix  
element Sf i  by
Sf i  =  ( / ,  o u t \ i , i n )
=  S,i +  i ( 2 x ) W  (2.4)
in  lowest n o n -tr iv ia l order in  p e rtu rba tion  theory:
( ii)  perform  the n on -re la tiv is tic  l im it  p —> 0; and
( i i i)  obta in  the po ten tia l V ( r )  as the Fourier transfo rm  o f the scatte ring  
a m p litude  T j %
v w . (2.5)
A sim ple illu s tra tio n  of the above prescrip tion  goes as follows. The relevant 
s itua tion  for the dete rm ina tion  of the quark po ten tia l which describes the forces 
acting  w ith in  mesons is the qua rk-an tiqua rk  scattering
qi{p i ,cr i )  +  qJ{p2^ 2)  * qk{q i ,T i )  +  ql (q2,T2) (2.6)
where z , j , . . .  =  1 ,2 ,3  label the colour indices (see figure (2.1)). Rem em bering 
th a t the quarks in the meson are in  a colour-singlet state and in tro du c in g  the me­
son colour wavefunctions ( l / \ / 3 ) ^ j ,  we find  from  fig. (2 .1) for the corresponding 
T -m a tr ix  element
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q k i q i . n )
K
gs i tx^r G
(a)
Aj,
q1{P2,cr2)
G
W
Figure 2.1: (a) quark-
a n tiqua rk  scattering, one- 
gluon exchange graph
(b) qua rk -an tiqua rk  
scattering, pa ir 
ann ih ila tio n  graph
T f i  =  -
1 m 2 S { j  S k l
{2TrY ( E „ E n E n E n y n 9" ^ M ~ j z  
f 1
X
(p i -  q\ )2 2 2
A?,  A?
A a A a
h% Jl u(q i , r j  , crj )v(p2, cr2)7 /x?;(^2, r 2)
1 ,< - k l - ( q u r l )-fflv(q2,T2)v (p2, a 2) ^ u ( p u a 1) } . (2.7)
(p i +  p2)2 2 2
The co n tribu tio n  of the one-gluon exchange graph (2.1a) to  the  sca tte ring  a m p li­
tude T f i  reads
g 2  1 y ya ^
t e x c h  =  - J ^ ^ S l J ^ S k l - Y - ^ u ( q U T l ) ^ ^ u ( p u c r l ) v ( p 2 , a 2 ) ^ v ( q 2 , T 2 )  ( 2 . 8 )
where k denotes the m om entum  transfer k =  p\ — q\ =  p2 — q2. The colour graph 
fac to r stem m ing from  the exchange graph yields
1 ^ 1  ^ 8 \ a  \ cl
Jlv Si—  „  x y  — —
=
l , k  a = l
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=  ^ E r r [ ( A ° ) 2] =  i  (2 .9 )
a = l
Hence the  one-gluon exchange co n tribu tio n  t exch to  the scattering am p litude  T f i  
reduces in the non re la tiv is tic  l im it  to
4 a2
t e x c h  =  o f t 6 ™( 2 - 1 0 )
whereas the  colour fac to r corresponding to  the ann ih ila tion  graph (2 .1b) vanishes,
d= £ . 2 !  =  J — T r ( \ a) =  0 (2.11)
%/3 2 2 \/3  V '
Hence to  lowest order in  pe rtu rba tion  theory, the T -m a tr ix  element T f i  for quark-
anti quark scattering reduces in  the n on -re la tiv is tic  l im it  to
T/,'( 2 U 6< =  (2 tt)6 3 (2 -12)
Consequently, one-gluon exchange in mesons leads to  a C ou lom b-like  p o ten tia l of 
the fo rm
V/vn(r) =  , w ith  =  j 5- (2.13)
o r  47r
2.2 T h e  Spin  S tru c tu re  o f th e  Q u a rk  In te ra c tio n
Colour confinem ent is described by a long-range part of the  p o ten tia l, which, un­
fo rtuna te ly , is of non-pertu rba tive  o rig in . However, i t  is s t il l useful to investigate 
the m ost general spin s truc tu re  for the quark-an tiquark  in te rac tion . A llo w in g  in 
the scatte ring  am p litude  for an a rb itra ry  kernal K { k 2), k =  p\ — <71, previously 
given by
K ( k 2) =  (2.14)
and generalising the spin s truc tu re  0  arising from  vector-boson exchange 
to  an a rb itra ry  spin s truc tu re  T ®  T, the most general ansatz fo r the  T -m a tr ix  
element fo r quark-an tiqua rk  scattering is
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Lorentz S truc tu re r ©  r S ta tic  P oten tia l
Scalar i ® i Vs(r)
Pseudoscalar 75 © 7 5 0
Vector 7m ® 7 ;i Vv { r)
A x ia l vector 7m7s © 7 m7 5 4Si • S 2 Vh(r)
Tensor 1/ 2< v  0  a M1/ 4Si • S 2 Vh(r)
Table 2.1: N o n re la tiv is tic  in te rac tion  po ten tia l V N R  arising from  the  various 
conceivable Lorentz s tructures T 0  T of an a rb itra ry  fe rm ion -an tife rm ion  in terac­
tion
T f ' =  ( 2 1£ (,2) ' ^ u (9 ,) ru (p i)A ' ( ^ ) (p 2 )r t ’ (,72) ( 2 ' 1 5 )
where the  possible spin structures r  0  T are shown in tab le  (2.1) 
where 75 =  7 s =  and aMl/ =  ^ [7^ , 7^]- Table (2.1) also shows the
n o n re la tiv is tic  po ten tia ls  V/v/? arising from  the non re la tiv is tic  reduction  of the 
d iffe ren t Lorentz structures [6], where
Vs(r)  d(2.16)
V V (r) =  (2 ^ 3  /  d (2.17)
and S i,  S2 denotes the spins of the ferm ions involved, 5 1 = 5 2  =  1/ 2. The results 
o f the  tab le  can be sum m arised as follows:
•  B o th  scalar and vector Lorentz structures lead to pure po te n tia l term s
•  The co n tr ib u tio n  o f the pseudoscalar Lorentz s truc tu re  vanishes.
•  B o th  ax ia l vector and tensor Lorentz structures con tribu te  on ly  to  the spin 
spin in te rac tio n  te rm .
ra2
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Depending on the  to ta l spin S =  S j +  S2, the quantum  num ber 5  may accept 
precisely e ithe r o f tw o values:
•  5  =  0 , w hich corresponds to  some spin singlet like  the r/c in  the charm onium  
system.
•  5 = 1, which corresponds to  some tr ip le t,  like  the J / jp  \n the charm onium  
system or the  T  in the b o tto m iu m  system.
A ccord ing ly, the  expecta tion  values (S i • S2) o f the p roduct o f the spins S l7 S2 
of the bound-sta te  constituents are given by
—3/4  fo r spin singlets 5 = 0  
( S i - S 2) =  /  1 6 ^ (2.18)
1^ + 1 /4  fo r spin tr ip le ts  5 = 1
The e m p irica lly  observed hadron spectrum  also provides restric tions on the a l­
lowed effective quark an tiquark  in teraction . For exam ple the existence o f bo th  
pseudoscalar mesons (like  7r, T] and ?/) and vector mesons (like  p, to and </>) all 
o f which are bound states o f a quark and an tiqua rk  pa ir im p lies th a t the actua l 
quark an tiq u a rk  forces m ust be described by an in teraction  po ten tia l which yie lds 
b ind ing  fo r 5  =  0 as well as 5  =  1. Th is fact rules out both  the axia l vector and 
tensor Lorentz structures as the p redom inant co n tribu tio n  to  any rea lis tic  quark 
an tiquark  in te rac tion  po ten tia l. P ut another way, the theo re tica lly  p redicted par­
tic le  spectra would look very d ifferent from  the expe rim en ta lly  measured ones i f  
the dom inant term s in  the  quark an tiquark  po ten tia l were anyth ing  other than  
some linear com b ina tion  o f vector and scalar Lorentz structure . Therefore, in  
conclusion the  s ta tic  in te rac tion  po ten tia l V/v/?(r) m ust be given by
Vn r (t ) = Vv (r) +K s(r) (2.19)
2.3 G en era lised  B re it-F e rm i H a m ilto n ia n
The next step in s tudy ing  n on re la tiv is tic  potentia ls  is the im provem ent to  the 
H am ilto n ia n  (2.2) by ta k in g  in to  account re la tiv is tic  corrections. We are m a in ly
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interested in the spin-dependent in teractions, which induce the fine and hyper- 
fine s p lit t in g  of the bound-state mass spectra. The spin-independent in te ractions 
are detailed in  [7]. The H am ilton ian  conta in ing a ll spin-dependent re la tiv is tic  
corrections up to  order
v2 p 2 c2  p 2
-  =  U F T  -  - T T  2 '2° )cz £/ m zcz
is called the generalised B re it-F e rm i H am ilton ian
P 1 / 1  1
H  — m\ +  m2 +  -  — I 3  H----- 3  I P + V/v/?(r) + H ls  + Hss  + (2.21)
2 / i  8  \ m j  m 2 /
and according to  the analysis of section (2.4.1) - the s ta tic  po ten tia l V/v/?(r)
consists o f a vector and a scalar con tribu tion
Vn r (t ) =  Vs (r )  +  Vv (r )  (2 .22)
The corresponding spin-dependent re la tiv is tic  corrections read for equal masses 
rm =  rri2 =  rn:
•  sp in -o rb it term :
where S =  S i T  S2 is the to ta l spin o f the bound state and L =  r X p the re la tive  
o rb ita l angular m om entum  of its constituents;
•  spin-spin te rm :
Hss  =  ■ S2V 2W ( r )  (2.24)
• tensor term :
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H r  -  |S ' - , ) SS’ - , > - k  s .m z \ r a r  « rz y \  r z d y
=  ( ;^ v(r)" i Vv{ r ) (2-25)
w ith  the  abbrevia tion
Su  =  12 ^ (S l ' ' r )  -  • S2 j  (2.26)
E xpecta tion  values o f the operators Vl s , Vss and V j  can be obta ined for appro­
p ria te  states. To do th is , it  is necessary to  calculate the expectation  values o f the 
operators L • S, Si • S2 and S\2 - I f  S', L  and J  are the eigenvalues of the to ta l 
spin S, o rb ita l angular m om entum  L arid to ta l angular m om entum  J. I t  is easily 
shown th a t
(L • S) =  t [J ( J  + 1) -  L (L  +  1) -  5 (5  +  1)] (2.27)
(Si ■ S2) =  i [5 ( 5  + 1) -  5 ,(5 ,  + 1) -  5 2(5 2 + 1)] (2.28)
The deriva tion  of the expectation value of the tensor (S12) is n o n -tr iv ia l [8] and
is given by
<5 l2 ) =  (25  +  3 ) ( 2 5 - l ) [5(S +  l ) L ( L  +  1) -  |< L  • S> -  3<L • S )’ )] (2.29)
I t  can now be seen th a t i f  a state has e ither L  =  0 or S =  0, there w ill be no 
sp in -o rb it Vl s -, ° r tensor V r, con tribu tions to  the po ten tia l. Table (2.2) gives the 
eigenvalues of the operators (2.27) to  (2.29) for 5 , P  and D  states represented 
by the spectroscopic no ta tion  25+1 L j .
2.4 T h e  Funnel P o te n tia l
A ccord ing  to  the analysis of section (2.2 ), the quark-an tiqua rk  po ten tia l Vn r (t ) 
is o f vector a n d /o r scalar type. For short distances, the po ten tia l (resu lting  from
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operator 'So 3s , 3 p  -M3
state
3Pi 3A l D 2 3D i 3d 2 3d 3
( t - S ) 0 0 0 —2 - 1 1 0 - 3 - 1 2
(S, - s 2) 34
1
4
3
4
i
4
i
4
i
4
3
4
i
4
i
4
i
4
< & 2> 0 0 0 -4 2
2
5 0 - 2 2
4
7
Table 2.2: Eigenvalues of the sp in -o rb it, spin-spin and tensor operators for various 
states given by th e ir spectroscopic nota tion .
one-gluon exchange) is essentially Coulom b like
4 O' s . .
* exchange y )  — 77 (2.30)3 r
For large distances, there has to  exist a con tribu tion  VCOn f { r ) in  order to  describe 
colour confinem ent, Vconf {r ) =  a r n w ith  n >  0, im p ly in g  th a t for large r  the 
b ind ing  force m ust not decrease faster than 1 /r .  From the mesonic mass spectrum  
the exponent n  is in the v ic in ity  of n ~  1. Moreover la ttice  gauge theories also 
find  th a t Vconj { r )  is roughly p ropo rtiona l to  r . Consequently, a linear po ten tia l 
K-cm/(r) =  ar  is a. sensible choice for VCOn f { r )- The funnel (or C orne ll) P oten tia l 
is given by
VSvii(r) =  + a r  (2.31)
3 r
and despite its  s im p lic ity , i t  was the firs t model [9] to  be able to  reproduce the 
charm onium  spectrum  qu ite  well. In a s tr ic t sense the m om entum  dependence
of the strong coupling constant a s( Q 2) has to  be taken in to  account, thereby
m o d ify ing  the C ou lom b-like  behaviour o f the firs t te rm  in (2.31).
2.4.1 Spin Structure o f  the  Funnel P o ten tia l
In order to  decide whether the spin s truc tu re  o f the po ten tia l (2.31) is a pure 
vector, a pure scalar or a m ix ing  o f bo th , we consider the P-wave spin s p lit t in g
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Level cc
Meson
bb
3p 2 3.5563 9.9132
3/ ji 3.5106 9.8919
3P0 3.4151 9.8598
P 0.479 0.664
Table 2.3: Masses (in  GeV) and the ra tio  p fo r P states o f cc and bb 
o f charm onium  and b o tto m iu m , th a t is the ra tio  [10].
M { 3P2) -  M ( 3PX)
(2.32)
' M ( 3P,)  -  M ( 3P0)
From tab le  (2.3) the experim enta l average fo r p is pexp ~0.6 .
W ith  the help o f the generalised B re it-F e rm i H am ilton ian  (2.21), we can 
com pute the ra tio  p fo r the p o ten tia l (2.31) pe rtu rba tive ly . Since the spin-spin 
in te rac tion  Hss  does not depend on the to ta l angular m om entum , its  co n tribu tio n  
cancels in a pe rtu rb a tive  evaluation of p. A ccord ing ly  p is determ ined by the 
con tribu tions  o f the sp in -o rb it te rm  H ls and the tensor te rm  H j  only:
=  f f W h s  ±Ht \3P2) -  (3P, I +  H t \
P (3Px\Hhs +
From tab le  (2.2 ) we find  for (L  • S) and (S\2)
(2.33)
+  1
( L - S )  =  <( - 1
- 2
(S u )
- 2 / 5
T 2
- 4
For a pure vector Vy =  V , V^^O, one obtains
for 3P2 
3P i 
3Po
(2.34)
P =
1 8a s ( r  3) +  7a( r
(2.35)
5 2 a s ( r  3) +  a ( r ~ l )
which gives the bounds 4 /5  <  p <  7 /5  corresponding to a =  0 or as  =  0, respec­
tive ly , in  clear conflic t w ith  the experim enta l value pexp ~  0.6. A  pure scalar,
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Vs =  V , Vv =  0 leads to  p =  2, which is also not to lerab le  from  an experim en­
ta l p o in t o f view. In the case of vecto r/sca la r m ix ing  where i t  is assumed th a t 
Vy =  —4 a s / 3 r  and Vs =  a r, results in
(2.36)
5 2a s ( r  J) - f  1 /4 a( r  *) 
which im p lies p <  4 /5 , i f  the Coloum b part dom inates and p >  2 i f  the linear 
pa rt dom inates. We arrive  at the conclusion th a t the funnel po ten tia l (2.31) is a 
linear com bination  of a vector and a scalar pa rt, V /vn(r) =  V y ( r ) T  V s(r), where 
the Coulom b part Vexch is ° f  vector type  and the linear part Vconf  is o f scalar 
type. In th is  fo rm  the funnel po ten tia l represents the genuine p ro to type  o f a ll 
Q C D  po ten tia l models proposed fo r the description of hadrons as bound states 
o f quarks [5].
2.5 R esults  fro m  P o te n tia l M o d e ls
So fa r no D-states for the T  system have been observed experim enta lly , how­
ever various predictions o f the D-state spectrum  have been made [11, 12], w ith  
the studies o f po ten tia l models. These phenomenological studies o f quarkonia  
have led to  a sa tisfactory p ic tu re  o f the in te rqua rk  force [14]. A centra l po ten­
t ia l V/vR(r) appears to  in te rpo la te  between short-d istance C oloum bic and long­
distance linear behaviour. Follow ing the work o f [11], a short review  of the  pre­
d ic tions fo r the D-state spectrum  w ill be given here. I t  was shown in  th a t w ork 
th a t ex is ting  bound-state in fo rm a tion  can be used to  reproduce an in te rqua rk  
p o te n tia l in the range of distances where the bound-sta te  wave functions have 
appreciable values, using the m ethod of inverse scattering [15]. Th is  m ethod was 
o rig in a lly  used to  construct a po ten tia l on the basis o f the T  data  on 3S\ bound 
states; the po ten tia l was then used to sa tis fac to rily  p red ic t the positions o f the 
P-state levels, which were borne out by experim ent.
B rie fly  the inverse scattering m ethod makes use of the equation
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r(3s, 40-6
2^,2
e e 2 a - i
[Af(n35 j)]:
(2.37)
where
A - 1  =  1 -
160  ^
37r
(2.38)
is a Q CD correction. The ann ih ila tio n  decay of the T  states n 3S i in to  an e+ e~ 
pa ir has been observed experim en ta lly  [14] and the lep ton ic w id th  T has been 
measured along w ith  the mass fo r each level. By inserting  these experim en ta l 
values in to  (2.37) it  is possible to calculate |^ n(0 )|2 for each o f the lowest n 3S\ 
T  levels. A n  in te rqua rk  po ten tia l V/v/?(r ) can then be constructed [15] fo r bb by 
solving a Schrodinger equation of the  form
V'n(r) = (2.39)
A sum m ary o f the experim enta l T  data used to  construct a bb po ten tia l v ia  the 
inverse scattering m ethod is given in  tab le  (2.4).
Level Mass (G eV) r«(KeV)
T (1 3S1) 9.4604(2) 1.216(27)
T (2 35 ,) 10.0233(3) 0.553(23)
T (3 35 ,) 10.3553(5) 0.402(31)
T (4 35 i) 10.5800(35) 0.248(31)
Table 2.4: E xperim en ta l param eters of T  levels used to  construct an in te rqu a rk  
p o ten tia l
The param eter A  in  (2.37) is expected to  be app rox im a te ly  A  ~1.44 using 
a s(rrn,) ~0 .18 (a value found in the analysis o f quarkon ium  decays [11]). However 
A  and E q (from  the Schrodinger equation) are le ft as free param eters such th a t 
they can be adjusted to  ob ta in  the most accurate predictions of the  spin averaged 
centre o f mass levels o f ( IT )  and (2P).
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Using the po ten tia l constructed from  S-state levels, i t  is possible to  solve the 
Schrodinger equation to  obta in  the centre of mass P-state and D-state levels. Tw o 
d ifferent sets o f results are shown in  table (2.5), for the 6-quark mass; =4 .5  
GeV w ith  A  =1 .3  and =4.9  GeV w ith  A  =1.5. The predictions are nearly 
ind is tingu ishab le  from  one another.
ra ^G e V ) 4.5 4.9 E xperim enta l
a 1.3 1.5
I P 9.9026 9.9031 9.9002
2 P 10.2584 10.2589 10.2601
3 P 10.5197 10.5201
I D 10.1562 10.1567
2D 10.4408 10.4412
Table 2.5: Spin averaged centre of mass P state and D states obta ined from  a 
p o ten tia l constructed from  S state parameters
As can be seen from  the tab le , the P-state predictions are very close to  the 
experim enta l results. In accordance w ith  o ther po ten tia l models [11], A  and m*, 
are chosen to  be A =1 .5  and =4 .9  GeV. The resu lting  po ten tia l can be found 
in  [14].
The fine s truc tu re  o f the t r ip le t D-state levels can be obta ined from  the 
centre of mass levels quoted in tab le  (2.5) from  the general expression fo r term s 
co n trib u tin g  to  fine s truc tu re  in  QQ  systems
Vf s { t ) =  V l s { t )  +  UT (r )  (2.40)
where the term s Vhs(r) and V r { r )  are the sp in -o rb it and tensor con tribu tions  
(2.23) and (2.25) to  the B re it-F e rm i H am ilton ian  described in section (2.3). These 
spin-dependent term s resolve the degeneracy in the t r ip le t P or D -sta te  levels such 
th a t
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with
M ( 3L.,) =  M ( 3L )  +  S) +  (Su ) (2.41)
a =  (4 a s( r  3) — (2.42)
b =  a , { r ~ 3) / 3 m 2Q(2.43)
where M  is the  mass o f the  spin averaged centre o f mass level for the  P or D- 
states. The values o f ( r -1 ) and ( r -3 ) were evaluated for ID  and 2D [11] and are 
shown in  tab le  (2.7). The values o f a s and k can be estim ated by ca lcu la ting  a and 
b fo r each o f the  13P j  and 23P j  masses M j ,  which are known from  experim ent. 
These masses are shown in  tab le  (2.6).
Level Mass (G eV)
Xb( l 3P0) 9.8598(13)
x t ( i  3A ) 9.8919(7)
x t ( i  3a ) 9.9133(6)
Xb(2 3Pu) 10.2321(6)
x(.(23a ) 10.2552(5)
X<.(23P2) 10.2685(4)
Table 2.6: E xpe rim en ta l values o f T  levels used to  construct an in te rqu a rk  po­
te n tia l
Using the  masses from  the above table, a and b are calculated by rearranging 
equation (2.41) to  ob ta in
a =  ( —2 M 0 — 3A7] +  5 M 2)/12  
b =  5 (—2A40 +  3A4i -  M 2)/72  (2.44)
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Level
( r - 1)
(G eV)
( r - 3)
(G eV 3)
a
(M eV )
b
(M eV )
I P 0.635 0.550 14.27 2.97
2 P 0.445 0.394 10.35 2.04
3 P 0.316 0.261 6.90 1.41
I D 0.430 0.120 1.78 0.65
2D 0.340 0.105 1.71 0.56
Table 2.7: Parameters governing fine s truc tu re  in bb levels.
The values of a and b fo r IP  and 2P are shown in  tab le  (2.7), and as stated 
above may be used to  determ ine the independent param eters OLsj m \  and & /2m 2 
in (2.42) and (2.43). An average of determ inations from  the centre o f mass IP  
and 2P levels yields
a s/ m l  =  0.016 G eV -2 (2.45)
k /2 r n 2b =  0.0049 (2.46)
W ith  the help of the values of ( r -1 ) and ( r -3 ) listed in tab le  (2.7), the values o f 
a and b for 3P, ID  and 2D can be calculated and are also listed in  tab le  (2.7). I t  
is now possible to  p red ic t the spectrum  for t r ip le t  D-states o f T  using equation 
(2.41) and the param eters quoted in tab le  (2.7). The predicted values are shown 
below in tab le  (2.8).
The le ft hand colum n in tab le  (2.8) lists the predictions of the po ten tia l
model reviewed in  th is  section [11], w h ile  the centre and rig h t hand columns
show the predictions obta ined from  other po ten tia l models used to  p red ic t the 
D -state masses, [12, 13] respectively. Note th a t fo r po ten tia l models i t  is expected 
th a t the spin averaged centre of mass o f the t r ip le t D states (D ) w il l be at the 
same po in t as the singlet state ] D 2 [16].
From tab le  (2.8) i t  can be seen th a t there is an enormous d isp a rity  in
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State M odel reviewed [12] [13]
l 3£>i 10.150 10.153 10.120
1 3D 10.156 10.163 10.126
13£>3 10.160 10.174 10.130
( I D )~ l 1 A 10.157 10.166 10.127
23 A 10.435 10.444
23D 2 10.441 10.452
23D 3 10.444 10.462
(2D)  ~  21 D 2 10.441 10.455
Table 2.8: Com parison of predictions fo r masses of T ( 1Z)) and T (2 D )  levels, in 
GeV.
the d iffe rent spin sp littings  between the d ifferent po ten tia l model ca lculations. 
From the comparison of the predictions obta ined using the m odel reviewed for 
th is  thesis w ith  those of [12] there is a general agreement to  w ith in  ±1 0  M eV. 
However i t  is not the size of the sp littings  bu t the changes th a t are im p o rta n t, 
e.g. the model o f [12] has sp littin gs  tw ice  as large as the model reviewed [11]. 
The fina l co lum n in the tab le  shows the results o f a more recent s tudy [13], which 
predicts much lower masses for the D states than the two earlie r models, bu t 
the changes in  the sp littings  are in com plete agreement w ith  those o f the m odel 
reviewed.
The differences between the predictions of the firs t two models in tab le  (2.8) 
po in ts c learly  to  problems w ith  the po ten tia l model approach, which seems to  be 
ra the r poor at ob ta in ing  spin sp littings  because these depend on details o f the 
p o ten tia l th a t are not rea lly  known.
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Figure 2.2 : An exam ple o f a W ilson Loop
2.6 P o te n tia ls  S tu d ied  on th e  L a ttic e
A lte rn a tiv e ly  the po ten tia l V ( r )  can be extracted from  firs t p rinc ip les using the 
techniques of la ttice  QCD. In the l im it  m g —► oo, the heavy quark becomes 
s ta tic . In space-tim e its  world line becomes a line  of QCD gauge fields in the 
tim e  d irec tion . As described in C hapter 1, for la ttice  QCD we break up space-tim e 
in to  a la ttic e  o f points and represent the gauge fields by S U ( 3) colour m atrices, 
U . The s ta tic  quark propagator then becomes a s tring  of U  m atrices. We can 
pu t a quark  and an tiquark  together and jo in  them  up in to  a closed, and therefore 
gauge in va ria n t loop, called a W ilson loop (see figure 2.2).
T 1 le value of the W ilson loop can be calculated on sets o f gauge fields { U } 
where a gauge fie ld  is defined on every lin k  of the la ttice . These sets { U } are called 
configura tions. The physical q u a n tity  o f in terest here is the m a tr ix  element of the 
W ilson  loop between vacuum states and can be found by averaging values o f the 
W ilson  loop over an ensemble of configurations [16]. The heavy quark p o ten tia l 
V { r )  is re la ted  to the expectation value over such an ensemble o f gauge fields o f 
a W ilson  loop of spatia l size R  [2, 16]. The m a tr ix  element o f the  W ilson  loop 
becomes exponen tia lly  re lated to  the ground state energy of the qua rk -an tiqua rk  
pa ir as the  tim e  T  d irection  of the W ilson loop, LF, tends to  in fin ity .
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( W ( R ,  T ) )  FzlT |(?/)(o)x(i?)|0) |2e E(R)T - f  H igher order term s (2-47)
|(t/’ (o )x(7?)|0 ) |2 is the am p litude  for tra ns ition  between the vacuum and the  state 
w ith  two s ta tic  sources separated by R. Since the quarks have no k in e tic  energy, 
E ( R )  is the  dimensionless la ttice  heavy quark po ten tia l Viatt (R).  U n fo rtu n a te ly  
as well as the  real long range po ten tia l th is  contains an u ltra v io le t d ivergent self­
energy te rm  which comes from  gluon loops s itt in g  around the perim e ter o f the 
W ilson loop and so contribu tes, fo r large T  »  R , a constant piece Vc to  Viatt ( R ) 
which is dependent on {3 [16]. Consequently
E ( R )  -  Vlatt(R) =  V (R )  - f Vc (2.48)
Once the ensemble of gauge fie ld configurations has been generated, W ilson loops 
of various sizes in  R and T  are measured and average values of W ( R ,  T )  obta ined. 
For a fixed R , W ( R ) T )  is f itte d  to  the exponentia l func tion  (2.47) for large T  
( T  —■> oo), a llow ing E  (which equals Viat t {R )) to  be extracted. M oving away from  
the large T  l im it ,  h igher order term s need to  be included in the f it .  These higher 
order term s conta in exponentials o f excited states of the po ten tia l. Once Viat t { R ) 
is obta ined i t  can e ither be used d ire c tly  or i t  can be fitte d  to  a func tiona l fo rm  
o f /?, such th a t i t  can be compared w ith  the continuum  po ten tia l models. The 
func tiona l fo rm  usually used, takes the form  of the Cornell p o ten tia l (2.31) w ith  
e =  4 a s/3  and an add itive  constant, Vc:
Vlatt(R) =<T (2.49)
K
The f it  then yie lds the parameters cr, e and Vc. In general e is taken as a constant. 
Since Viatt and the separation R, are in dimensionless la ttice  un its , the  la ttice  
spacing a has to  be used to  ob ta in  physical un its  o f GeV. Thus the continuum  
po te n tia l V  is found by
V ( r  =  Ra) =  Viatt x  a-1 (2.50)
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As m entioned above, Vc, is an unphysical constant, and m ust be removed before 
app ly ing  the expression (2.50). I f  Vc is not removed at th is  stage i t  w ill d iverge 
on approach to  the continuum  l im it  a —> 0.
M ost precision la ttice  calculations o f the heavy quark po ten tia l have used 
the quenched approx im ation  where recent calculations have given a value o f e 
around 0.3 [17], which is sm aller than the typ ica l values th a t phenom enological 
po tentia ls  have used, fo r exam ple e =0.54 in [12]. Th is difference in  values fo r e is 
p a r tly  due to  the quenched approx im ation , where no ligh t qq pairs are available 
fo r screening. Th is means the strong coupling a s w il l run to  zero too fast at sm all 
distances, hence
.A .  C ^ s ( c ) f u l l  t h e o r y
^ ( ^ * ) f u l l  t h e o r y
when K ( r )  is dom inated by the Coloum b term .
F in a lly  i t  is appropria te  to m ention the s tring  tension, er, which describes 
the lin e a rly  ris ing part, o f the po ten tia l. Since it  has physical dimensions, a =  
ciatt x  values from  phenomenological models can be used to  fix  the la ttice  
spacing a and hence convert a ll o ther dimensionless quantities to  physical un its. 
However, the s tring  tension a  and e appearing in the Cornell p o ten tia l (2.49) are 
anti-corre la ted, arid so an a lte rna tive  m ethod of f it t in g  the la ttice  spacing a can 
be achieved using the physical q u a n tity  r 0 obta ined by se tting  r 2F ( r )  to  a fixed 
value [16]. F ( r ) is the in te rqua rk  force, obta ined by d iffe ren tia ting  the po ten tia l 
(2.49). Once a value o f a has been obtained, Viatt — Vc can be converted in to  
the physical heavy quark po ten tia l which should be independent o f the la ttice  
spacing at which the ca lcu la tion  was done. F igure (2.3) shows th is  is tru e  fo r 
curren t la ttice  results [17].
The in fin ite ly  massive heavy quark is on ly a source of colour; i t  carries no 
spin. As discussed in section (2.3), in order to  obta in  sp in -sp littings i t  is necessary 
to  incorpora te  spin-dependent potentia ls  in to  a Schrodinger equation, H'tp =  E'lp, 
and solve fo r the sp littings .
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F igure 2.3: The heavy quark po ten tia l obta ined from  the la ttice  of two d iffe rent 
values of the la ttice  spacing in the quenched approx im a tion . The p o ten tia l and 
separation are given in term s of the param eter r 0.
H  =  E { ^ 7  -  +  % (r)  +  Vr«I( r , L , S 1,S 2) (2.51)
where V0 is the  centra l po ten tia l discusses in section (2 .1) and Vsd includes the 
spin dependent potentia ls  discussed in section (2.3). For heavy quarks o f the 
same mass m g, the com plete spin-dependent po ten tia l is given by
VsD(r )  =
2 rnq r
L  • S (V0'( r )  +  2V ['(r))
+
m 2n r
L - S V ' ( r )
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V+
3 m \  
2
3 rn
[3(SX ■r)(S2 - r ) - S 1 -S2]C3(r) 
2 S j ■ S2K ,(r) (2.52)
These spin-dependent potentia ls can be extracted on the la ttice  by ca lcu la ting  
the fo llow ing  expectation values [16, 17]:
~~V-[(R) =  2t i jk lim  f  d t t \K  T —> 0 0  JQ
E
>/Z-w
~  V [ (R )  =  eljk Jiirn J  dtU
B :
' / Z w
(2.53)
(2.54)
[R iR j  -  l s i3]V3(R)  +  l- 8 i:jV4(R) =  2 rlim  £ dt\
B,
B;
1 / Z w (2.55)
where the diagrams in the equations above represent W ilson loops w ith  fie ld  
insertions of E  or B  as required by each po ten tia l. The denom inator Z w  is the 
expecta tion  value of the W ilson loop w ith o u t fie ld insertions, as in  figure (2.2).
Once the spin-dependent potentia ls  are calculated using (2.53) to  (2.55) 
they can be inserted in to  a Schrodinger equation and the energy sh ifts from  the 
sp in-independent states can be calculated [17]. C alculations using th is  m ethod 
fo r s tudy ing  spin-dependent potentia ls  on the la ttice  have recently  been carried 
out, and predictions have been made for the S-, P- and D-state spectrum  o f the  T  
meson [17]. These p red ictions are shown in  tab le  (2.6) for d ifferent la ttice  spacings 
and where appropria te  a comparison w ith  experim ent is made. The pred ictions 
for the  masses in  GeV for the P and D states are shown in tab le  (2.6) fo r d iffe ren t 
la ttic e  spacings. The firs t two columns give the results th a t were obta ined using 
the quenched approx im ation , the th ird  colum n shows unquenched results, w h ile  
the last co lum n displays a comparison w ith  experim ent where appropria te.
The quenched results at (3 =  6.0 and /3 =  6.2 are in agreement w ith  each 
o the r bu t the spin s p lit t in g  between these states are very sm all compared w ith
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State (3 =  6.0 /3 =  6.2 e =  0.40 experim ent
I 1 Pi 9.879 9.879 9.889
13P0 9.866 9.866 9.867 9.860
13J \ 9.878 9.878 9.886 9.892
1 3p 2 9.882 9.883 9.895 9.913
2 l P l 10.238 10.238 10.243
23P0 10.226 10.225 10.223 10.232
23T’i 10.237 10.237 10.237 10.255
2 3P2 10.241 10.242 10.249 10.269
1 xD 2 10.120 10.121 10.136
13Th 10.121 10.121 10.134
13T>2 10.121 10.122 10.137
i 3d 3 10.119 10.120 10.137
Table 2.9: Shows predictions for the masses of various T  states for quenched and 
unquenched results. The quenched results were carried out on d ifferent sizes of 
la ttice . A  comparison is made w ith  experim ent where appropria te.
the p red ictions of the continuum  po ten tia l models discussed in the last section 
and seem to  be in  the wrong order. The unquenched predictions s till give sm aller 
sp littin gs  than  the continuum  results however th is  tim e  the 3Z)3 state has the 
highest mass w h ile  the 3D \  state has the lowest mass which is in agreement w ith  
con tinuum  results like  [13] b u t the 3 D 2 and A D 2 states seem to  be the wrong way 
round.
The problem s ou tlined  here arising from  ca lcu la ting  the mass spectrum  
for T  using a po ten tia l model on a la ttice  seem to  be s im ila r to  the  problem s 
encountered w ith  the continuum  models o f the previous section.
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C h a p te r  3 
N on-R elativ istic  QCD
3.1 M o tiv a tio n  for N R Q C D
The advantage of s tudying  heavy-quark mesons lies in the fact th a t the quarks 
can be treated in a n on -re la tiv is tic  way. From po ten tia l models i t  is possible 
to  ca lcu late  the typ ica l ve loc ity  of the b o tto m  quark in the T  meson as v 2 ~  
0.1 [16]. Low quark velocities have two im p o rta n t consequences. The firs t is 
the p ro b a b ility  for find ing  low-energy gluons in the  meson is sm all, since the  
am p litud e  for a quark to  rad ia te  a gluon is p ropo rtiona l to  u, for exam ple the  
p ro b a b ility  for find ing  a QQg  state in the meson is suppressed by G ( v 2). The 
second is the qua rk-an tiqua rk  in te rac tion  is app rox im a te ly  instantaneous. A 
gluon exchanged by the quark and an tiqua rk  usually has m om entum  o f order 
the  quark m om enta, m aking the g luon ’s energy larger than the quark k in e tic  
energy by a facto r of l / v :  E g ~  Pg ~  M v  »  M v 2, where M  is the quark 
mass. As a resu lt, exchanged gluons have reaction tim es th a t are l / v  tim es 
shorter than the quark reaction tim e  and can therefore be treated as instantaneous 
in teractions. These two consequences suggest th a t we can m odel heavy quark 
mesons as QQ  bound states, in te rac ting  by instantaneous potentia ls . Indeed the 
phenom enological n on -re la tiv is tic  po ten tia l models exam ined in the last chapter 
have been very successful in describing much of the physics of the T  and ip 
systems. There are however disadvantages to  th e ir approach, since they are
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on ly  Q C D  inspired phenomenological models, and not ca lculations from  firs t 
p rinc ip les. So in order to  im prove the accuracy o f th e ir  predictions often requires 
an increasing num ber o f param eters which can make the models very com plicated.
The approach of N R Q C D  [18, 19, 20, 21] allows firs t p rincip les ca lcu lations 
and has several advantages over po ten tia l models in th a t i t  retains the  quark 
dynam ics, leading to  a proper trea tm en t o f re ta rda tion  effects. Therefore the 
appearance of hyb rid  states such as Q Q g , whose components can be as large 
as P ( Q Q g )  ~  0 ( v 2) ~  10% for the T  meson and QQqq , where qq are a lig h t 
q u a rk /a n tiq u a rk  pa ir, are system atica lly  accounted for. A no the r advantage of 
N R Q C D  is th a t i t  is fo rm ula ted w ith  on ly  two param eters and the accuracy of 
its  p red ictions can be im proved re la tive ly  easily.
3.2 E n e rg y  Scales in  N R Q C D
In order to  understand N R Q C D  it  is im p o rta n t to  realise th a t any s tudy o f 
n on -re la tiv is tic  systems presents a fundam enta l d iffic u lty  due to  a w ide range 
of im p o rta n t dynam ica l energy scales. These scales are the heavy quark mass 
~  M , the  qua rk ’s m om entum  ~  M v  and the qua rk ’s k in e tic  energy ~  M v 2. In  
order to  see a ll three energy scales in  a la ttice  s im u la tion  of T  requires a la ttice  
space-tim e grid  th a t is large compared w ith  1 / M v 2 so reducing fin ite  vo lum e 
errors and a la ttice  spacing th a t is sm all compared w ith  1 / M  thus reducing fin ite  
la ttice  spacing errors. To satisfy these conditions would require a space-tim e g rid  
of ~  1004 which is beyond the reach of current com puting  power [18]. A  way of 
avoid ing th is  problem  is to  e x p lic it ly  remove the largest scale, the mass M  from  
the  theory, since i t  plays on ly a m ino r role in the dynam ics of a n on -re la tiv is tic  
system. Th is  is achieved by choosing a la ttice  spacing so as to  exclude re la tiv is t ic  
heavy-quark m om enta from  the theory, ie. se tting  the la ttice  spacing to  a ~  1 /M  
a llow ing  a more rea lis tic  space-time grid  of 204 to  be used.
One s ta rting  po in t for the deriva tion  of N R Q C D  is to  regularise the  D irac 
theo ry  fo r quarks at non -re la tiv is tic  energies by in troduc ing  an u ltra -v io le t cu t 
o ff A ~  M  so as to  exclude re la tiv is tic  m om enta [18]. I t  is s t ill possible fo r quarks
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w ith  average m om entum  M v  to  fluc tua te  in to  re la tiv is tic  states o f value M  bu t 
since th is  would occur fo r on ly  short periods o f tim e  these re la tiv is tic  in te rm e d i­
ate states can be incorporated in to  the Lagrangian by adding local in te ractions 
in powers o f 1 /A  w ith  coefficients determ ined pe rtu rba tive ly . The resu lting  a lte r­
ations to  the  Lagrangian leads to  a m odified theory, known as an effective fie ld  
theory. E ffective  theories allow  any desired accuracy (p / A ) n to  be a tta ined  by 
inc lu d ing  a ll in teractions up to  order 1 /A n w ith  the cond ition  th a t the resu lt­
ing couplings be determ ined by m atching  the m odified theory to  the fu ll theory  
th rough  order ( p / A )n . One way of m od ify ing  the D irac theory in such a way is to  
app ly  a trans fo rm a tion  known as a Fo ldy-W outhuysen-Tani (F W T ) transfo rm a­
tio n  [22, 23, 24] which allows the Lagrangian to  be expanded in powers o f 1/M ,  
so th a t
D 2  \
/
+ * , (ff i7S  +  2 J 7 " ' B +  8 ^ V  E +  - ) *  <“ >
+  an tiquark  term s +  quark-an tiquark  term s -+-•••
T h is  trans fo rm a tion  is a u n ita ry  transfo rm ation  on the four com ponent D irac 
spinor T  which is decoupled such th a t the upper components fo rm  a 2-com ponent 
Pauli sp inor \jj> describing the quark dynam ics, w h ile  the lower components x  s im ­
ila r ly  describe the an tiquark  dynam ics. C om bin ing both  the regularisation of the 
D irac theo ry  arid the F W T  transfo rm ation  such th a t the cut o ff A ~  M , the F W T  
tra ns fo rm a tio n  (3.1) becomes an expansion in  powers o f 1 /A . Thus to  obta in  an 
accuracy of ( p / A n) =  vn , on ly  term s up to  and inc lud ing  the 0 (  1 /A n) in te rac­
tions need be retained in  the Lagrangian. To summarise th is  section, N R Q C D  
is an effective fie ld  theory which approxim ates o rd ina ry  re la tiv is tic  QCD at low 
energies and in p rinc ip le , the N R Q C D  action may be corrected to  reproduce the 
exact results o f Q CD by inc lud ing  an in fin ite  num ber of non-renorm alisable in ­
teractions. Exact agreement w ith  fu ll Q CD is unnecessary however since on ly  a 
f in ite  num ber o f in teractions are required to  a tta in  any accuracy desired in powers
-  M ) T
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of v. N R Q C D  has m any advantages over the o rig ina l D irac theory; the quark fie ld  
decouples from  the  a n tiq u a rk  fie ld  a llow ing quark propagators to  be calcu lated 
separately, the  fe rm ion  doub ling  problem  of section (1.3.2) is com ple te ly  avoided 
when dealing w ith  non re la tiv is t ic  propagators on the la ttice  and the non re la­
t iv is t ic  propagators are much sim p le r and cost less to  calcu late than re la tiv is tic  
ones.
In the next section the w ork of [20] is followed to  determ ine fundam en ta lly  
which in te rac tions to  inc lude  in  the corrected Lagrangian, using power counting 
methods.
3.3 P ow er C o u n tin g  R ules for N R Q C D
An es tim a tion  o f the  m agn itude  of the heavy quark fie ld or equ iva len tly
the a n tiq u a rk  fie ld  x { x )  can made from  the num ber operator for heavy quarks 
which is norm alised to  u n ity  for a quarkon ium  meson
j  d =  1 (3-2)
From the u n ce rta in ty  p rinc ip le , the quark in the meson is localised w ith in  a region 
A x  ~  1/p , therefore
x J j \ x ) ^ ( x )  ~  p 3 (3-3)
and so the qua rk  fie ld  has a m agnitude 'ip(x) ~  p3' 2. The expectation  value for 
the  k in e tic  energy opera tor w ill be M v 2 by de fin ition
/  d W ( * ) g ^ ( * )  ~  M v 2 (3.4)
and so the spatia l covariant deriva tive  acting on a quark fie ld  w ill be D ~  p.
Fie ld  equations can be used to  re late estimates for d ifferent operators. For ex­
am ple, the  lowest-order F W T  transfo rm a tion  applied to  the D irac theo ry  gives a 
quark Lagrangian whose leading term s are those of a Schrodinger theory:
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C =  \ !> \x ) f i D t +  rp(x) -  ^ F ^ { x ) F ^ ( x )  (3.5)
where the  mass te rm  M  has been e x p lic it ly  removed from  the Lagrangian and 
can be added in la te r as a constant sh ift. The corresponding lowest-order fie ld  
equation fo r the  quark fie ld  is given by
(»A + H x ) = 0 (3-6)
im p ly in g  th a t the  tem pora l covariant derivative  D t has m agnitude ~  M v 2. For 
n o n -re la tiv is tic  systems the most na tu ra l choice of gauge is the Coulom b gauge, 
in  w h ich  the  vector p o ten tia l A  is sm all and can be neglected. In th is  gauge the 
above equation becomes
{ i d t -  gcf>(x) +  xj)(x) ~  0 (3.7)
The p o te n tia l energy th a t balances the k ine tic  energy and produces a bound state 
enters th rough  the  p o te n tia l energy operator g<f>(x) and consequently
g<t>(x) ~  M v 2 (3.8)
To estim ate  the m agn itude  of the vector po ten tia l A (a;), the Euler-Lagrange
equation
d M  1 \ d ( d uA»)
can be app lied  to  the  Lagrangian (3.5), g iv ing  the fo llow ing  fie ld  equations fo r 
4>(x) and A ( :r ) ;
V 2g<f)(x) =  - g 2^ \ x ) ^ ( x )  (3.10)
and
/o 2 __2\ * i g 2' V 2' i ^Ux)^ (x )  i g 2^ ( x ) V ^ ( x )  ..
(d? -  V  ) f fA  =  .2 K ^  ; (3.11)
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From the field equation (3.10) the m agnitude of the coupling g can be estim ated 
using the results from  (3.3) and (3.8)
~  ^  .  (3.12)/ r
where V  is the m om entum  operator, ~  p, and so from  (3.11), the m agn itude  of 
the  vector po ten tia l is estim ated as
g A ( x )  ~  ^ — p4 - f ( M r 2) p ( M r 2) j  ~  M v 3 (3.13)
1 (  v
which is sm aller than the scalar po ten tia l by a facto r o f the quark velocity. Thus 
estim ates for the m agnitudes of the e lectric and m agnetic fields fo llow  from
g E { x )  =  —'Vgcf)(x) +  • • • ~  p ( M v 2) =  M 2v3 (3-14)
p B (x )  =  V  x g A ( x )  +  • • • ~  p ( M v 3) =  M 2v 4 (3.15)
As expected for a non re la tiv is tic  system, the m agnetic fields are sm aller than  
the e lectric  fields by a facto r o f v in quarkonium . Equipped w ith  these power 
counting  rules, i t  is now possible to  determ ine which term s in the quark action  
in N R Q C D  are p o te n tia lly  im p o rta n t fo r quarkon ium  physics.
3.3.1 R ela tiv is tic  C orrections
R e la tiv is tic  correction term s to  the quark Lagrangian (3.5) m ust respect the
sym m etries o f QCD such as gauge invariance, pa rity , charge conjugation  arid
ro ta tio n a l sym m etry. Th is lim its  the possib ilities fo r in teractions and to 0 ( v 2) 
on ly  fou r such correction term s are required
(3.16)
^ ' W I D . E - E - D ) ^ )  (3.17)
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c ^ \ x ) a  • (D  x  E  -  E  x  D ) ^ ( z ) (3.18)
c4- ^ i p \ x ) ( r  ■ Bt/>(x) (3.19)
The firs t o f the  four corrections (3.16) follows from  the expansion to  0 ( M v 4) o f 
the fo rm u la  fo r the re la tiv is tic  energy of a non in teracting  quark E 2 =  p2 -fi M 2. 
The second correction (3.17) is the QCD equivalent o f the D arw in  te rm  in QED 
w hich accounts for the zero po in t energy caused by fluc tua tions in  the  q u a rk ’s 
pos ition . The th ird  correction (3.18) is a spin-dependent te rm  called the spin- 
o rb it coup ling  and it  removes the degeneracy between states w hich have the  
same o rb ita l angular m om entum  arid spin quantum  numbers bu t d iffe ring  to ta l 
angular m om entum . The last correction (3.19) is also a spin-dependent te rm  and 
th is  removes the degeneracy between states which have the same o rb ita l angular 
m om entum  b u t d iffe ring  spin.
To be able to  use the N R Q C D  Lagrangian (3.5) together w ith  the four 
correction  term s (3.16) to  (3.19) for QCD predictions, the coupling constants c\ , 
c2i C3, C4 need to be evaluated. These coupling constants have unique values 
th a t are dependent on the u ltra -v io le t cu t-o ff A used to  regulate the theory. 
U n like  Q CD one is not able to remove the cu t-o ff A in N R Q C D  by tak ing  i t  to  
in f in ity  since the theory contains power law divergences, co n trib u tin g  term s such 
as a si \ / M  to  the couplings m aking N R Q C D  non-renorm alisable [18]. These term s 
render p e rtu rb a tion  theory useless i f  A is made too large, however lim it in g  the  c u t­
o ff to  A ~  AL, the couplings can be obta ined pe rtu rba tive ly . In the next section 
the  coup ling  constants are obta ined by com puting  sim ple scattering am plitudes 
in Q C D , and m atch ing  them  w ith  scattering am plitudes from  N R Q C D .
3.4 D e te rm in a tio n  o f th e  C ouplings
Follow ing the  work o f [20] tree-level values of the couplings c 1, . . . ,  C4 are estab­
lished by m atch ing  results in N R Q C D  to those of low energy Q CD through G ( v A)
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since the N R Q C D  Lagrangian is accurate to  0 ( v 4).
As m entioned in section (3.3.1) for sm all m om entum  the re la tiv is tic  energy- 
m om entum  dispersion re la tion  can be expanded as
E  =  (p2 + M 2)1/2 = M + + (3.20)
2 M  8 M 3
so to  order v4, the p4 sh ift in  the energy is accounted fo r by the correction te rm
(3.16) which fixes c\ =  1/8.
The tree level am p litude  fo r scattering a quark o ff a s ta tic  e lectric  fie ld  in 
Q CD is given by
M e (  p , q) =  b q b b < b q  -  p M p )  (3 .21)
where <p is the scalar po ten tia l. The D irac spinor for the  quark is w ritte n  in term s 
o f the Pauli spinor ip as
u( p) =
E p +  M \ *  
2 E n /
ip
a  p
Ep+M ip
(3.22)
and is norm alised n o n re la tiv is tica lly  w ith  u 'u  =  1 [25]. Inserting  the spinor in to  
the am p litud e  M e { p, q) and expanding the dispersion re la tion  Ep  =  (p2 +  M 2)1//2 
in powers o f p/M , the am p litude  can be d iv ided in to  a spin-dependent p a rt and 
a spin-independent part
M e { P, q) =  M Si { p, q) +  M Sd ( P, q)
where
(3.23)
M S/(p ,q )  =  ( i  -  b y b )  ~ (3.24)
M s d ( p ,q)  =  [a M *  +  3 2 b ^ p2 +  q 2 ' )  q  X _  P ^  ^3 '25^
The tw o parts co n trib u tin g  to the spin-independent am p litude  can be shown to  
be accounted for by the N R Q C D  Lagrangian term s
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(3.26)
C2~ k f ( x ) (D  ' E  -  E  • D ) ^ ( x )  (3.27)
since E (x )  =  — V</>(x) for a s ta tic  fie ld , becomes E (p )  ~  P ^ (p )  in  m om entum  
space. From th is  comparison c2 is found to  be 1/8. S im ila r ly  the two parts 
co n trib u tin g  to  M s d {P 5q) are accounted fo r by the correction term s
C3U P ^ {X)(T ' ^  X ^  ~  ^  X x  ^ anc  ^ (3.28)
h ^ 4 > \ x ) { V \■ (D  x E  -  E  x D)}V>(z) (3.29)
from  which C3 is also found to  be 1/8. The correction te rm  (3.29) is o f order 
0 ( v 6) and is of no im portance for th is  work.
A s im ila r analysis to  the one above but w ith  the quark scattering of a s ta tic  
vector po ten tia l gives a value o f 1/2 for C4.
3.5 N R Q C D  on th e  L a ttic e
As explained in section (1.3) la ttice  theory  is developed in Euclidean space. Con­
sequently in order to  study the T  meson on the la ttice  the N R Q C D  Lagrangian 
developed in sections (3.2) to  (3.4) has to  be transform ed in to  Euclidean space 
where i t  is given by
£ n r q c d  =  ^ D t — +  £ s i  +  £ s d  (3.30)
where
Cs i  =  - ^ +(X)D V W  +  ^ ( ^ ( D - E  -  E .D ) ^ ( x )  (3.31)
CsD =  ~ 8 x E ~ E  x D M z )  -  y y ^ \ x )(t . B ^ ( x )(3.32)
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To discretise th is  action the covariant derivatives acting  on the quark fie ld in the 
con tinuum  have to  be replaced on the la ttice  by difference operations
a A ^ ^ ( x )  =  U ^ ( x ) ^ ( x  +  a[i) -  (3.33)
o A [“ ^ ( x )  =  'ip(x) — U^(x — ajl) ' ip(x — aft) (3.34)
a A j f t y f a )  =  i  (nA ^+) +  a A {~ ^  i/j (x ) (3.35)
where the firs t two operations are forw ard  and backward differences respectively,
w h ile  the  last operation is a centred or sym m etric  difference. The gauge in va ri­
ance o f the Lagrangian is m ainta ined on the la ttice  by the inclusion o f fields 
in each of the  above operations.
The Laplacian operator D 2 is replaced on the la ttice  by
A<2> =  £ a ! +)a ! - ’ (3.36)
i
a llow ing  the k ine tic  energy operator H 0 to  be w ritte n  as
Ho =  ~ Z  (3-37)
i
The discretised quark action to  leading order can now be w ritte n  as
S =  —a3 y y^i f ) \ x )  (U4(x)' ip(x +  at) — (1 — aHo) ip(x))  (3.38)
X
Using the equation Ylx1 K ( x ,  x ' ) G ( x ' ,0) =  one ends up w ith  the evo lu tion  
equation fo r the quark propagator
G (x ,  t  T  a) =  — a H o )G (x , t )  +  ^x,o^qo (3.39)
where the no ta tion  G (x ,£ ) =  G ( x ,U x 0,£o) has been used.
Th is  evo lu tion  equation becomes unstable at high m om entum  modes. Th is  
can be seen by looking at (3.39) in m om entum  space where the k in e tic  energy 
opera tor is given by
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V , 4 sin2
aH ° =  ^ r -  <3-4°)
It can be seen im m ed ia te ly  th a t the m axim um  value allowed for a H 0 =  Q /M a  
where pi =  T  Since for smooth evo lu tion  one requires th a t |1 — a H 0\ <  1, th is  
means th a t the evo lu tion  equation w ill s ta rt to  blow up for M a  <  3. To prevent 
th is , the evo lu tion  equation is replaced by
( n H  \  n /  a H  \  n1 — -—J Ul(x)  ( l — ——J G(x, t) + ^ X)0^ ,o (3-41)
which is now stable for ma >  |  [20]. The high m om entum  modes are expected
to have l i t t le  effect on the spectrum  of b o tto m iu m  which is determ ined by much 
lower m om entum  modes. The in s ta b ility  from  the high m om entum  modes is just 
a num erica l effect and the ex tra  in teractions which w ill occur to  e lim ina te  the 
in s ta b ility  w ill be suppressed by the la ttice  spacing a.
Considering the next to  leading order term s ( G ( v 4)) in (3.31) arid (3.32) 
requires the ca lcu la tion  of the chrom oelectric and chrom om agnetic fields on the 
la ttice . In  the continuum  these fields are defined by
E i ( x )  = F 0l( x )  (3.42)
B t (x)  =  i 6i j k F j k ( x ) (3.43)
So a la ttice  equivalent of F ^ v(x )  needs to  be used. Th is is taken to  be the 
cloverleaf representation [26] o f F ^ ^ x )  defined in term s of plaquettes
where
Q ( p )  =  U ^ x )  -U l ( x )  l /T O (T r( t/^ (a ;))/ (3 .45)
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w ith  the  sum m ation  over the fou r plaquettes centred at x  and in  the  /.ii/ plane. 
The cloverleaf de fin itio n  makes F (fiv an tih e rm itia n  and traceless as in the co n tin ­
uum  case.
3.6 L a ttic e  Spacing E rro rs
The fin ite  spacing of the la ttice  introduces system atic errors in to  N R Q C D  w hich 
m ust be corrected i f  p red ic tions from  sim ulations are to  be believed. T h a t is, be­
liev ing  there is independence o f the a rtif ic ia l cu t-o ff in troduced in to  the ca lcu la­
tio n  as the la ttice  spacing. From the de fin ition  o f the gauge fie ld U^(x)  =  et9aAn(x) 
i t  can be seen (by Tay lo r expanding iJ)(x-\-afi)) th a t the difference operators (3.33),
(3.34) and (3.35) can be expanded by exponentia l power series in the  covariant 
deriva tive  D fl
aA ji+) =  exp(aDll) -  1 =  aD^ +  y  +  . . .
a ^ ( - )  =  i _  exp ( ~ a D , t)  =  aDM + .. .
a A ^  =  a D „  +  y  D \  +  . . . (3.46)
From theses expansions, we obta in  1st order im provem ents to  these d iffe r­
ence operators th a t reproduce the effects of to  order a2 for (3.33), (3.34) and
order a4 fo r (3.35)
A(+) =  a (+) -  - A (+)2
n  p. 9 m
A<-> =  +
A W  = A W - y A ( +)A W A  W  (3.47)
we can use these results to  im prove the la ttice  Laplacian, given by
a2A<2> =  £  (a2A 2 +  +  • • ■) (3-48)
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resu lting  in an im provem ent tha t is also accurate to  order a4
A <2> =  A<2> - ^ £ ( A < +)A  (3.49)
i
Tem poral derivatives enter N R Q C D  d iffe ren tly  than spatia l derivatives be­
cause the  theory is non -re la tiv is tic . A consequence of th is  is th a t quark p rop ­
agation is governed by a Scrodinger-like equation w ith  a single tim e  derivative , 
m aking  the ca lcu la tion  o f the quark green functions an in it ia l value problem . I f  
we im prove the tim e  derivative  operator as we did for spatia l derivatives, th is  
in it ia l value problem  would be lost as higher order tim e  derivatives enter the 
theory. A lte rn a tiv e ly  using (3.47), the covariant tim e  deriva tive  m ay be w ritte n  
as
a D ,  =  «A<+) -  ~ D l  -  (3.50) 
where at lowest order D 4 ~  ~  ~  —H 0.
W hen replacing th is  im provem ent for the tim e  deriva tive  in to  the quark 
action (3.38) the extra  term s in (3.50) form  an exponentia l power series facto r in  
i/o , which m odifies the evo lu tion  equation (3.39)
G { x , t  +  a) =  U l ( x )e ~ aH°G(x ,  t )  +  6x o<5|,o (3.51)
However th is  evo lu tion  equation is unstable at high m om entum  modes for the 
same reasons discussed for the evo lu tion  equation (3.39), so i t  is necessary to  
incorpora te  the im provem ents for the tim e  derivative  in to  the evo lu tion  equation 
(3.41), stable at such modes for evolv ing the quark propagator at at lowest order. 
Th is  is achieved by com paring evo lu tion  equations (3.41) and (3.51) g iv ing  the 
effective H am ilton ian  of the second in  term s of the H am ilton ian  of the  firs t
(3.52)
H,eff — a \  2 n
a o
=  H q +  -—H 0 - f . . .
4n
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The order a term s in  the effective H am ilton ian  cancels i f  we replace H 0 by
H 0 =  H 0 -  — H i  (3.53)
M aking  th is  replacement in the stable evo lu tion  equation (3.41) removes the 
leading e rror due to  the la ttice  approx im ation  of the tim e  derivative.
As dem onstrated in section (3.3), the four correction term s in  the  N R Q C D  
Lagrangian (3.30) have m agnitude 0 ( M v 4). Therefore any d iscre tisation  errors of 
m agnitude Q ( M v 4) or less m ust be corrected for in order to  re ta in  an accuracy 
of G [ M v 4) in the s im u la tion . I t  can read ily  be seen th a t the correction te rm  
which improves the centred difference operator, given by (3.47) is a fac to r of 
0 ( a 2M 2v 2) ~  (D(v2) (m aking  the assum ption M a  ~  1) sm aller in m agn itude  
than the difference operator i t  corrects and since th is  difference operator is on ly  
required in the 0 ( M v 4) correction term s (3.31) and (3.32) the im proved version is 
unnecessary. The im provem ents to  the H am ilton ian  (resu lting  from  the tem pora l 
deriva tive ) arid the la ttice  Laplacian however, have to  be included since they  are 
o f m agnitude
-  — H i  ~  a ( M v 2)2 ~  M v 4 (3.54)
4n
- A -  V ( A j +)A j_))3 ~  — ( M 2v 2)2 ~  M v 4 (3.55)
24 M  ^  '  ' ’  A T  1 v ’I
The way in  which these corrections are im plem ented is dem onstrated in the next 
section.
The cloverleaf e lectrom agnetic fie ld  strength tensor F£v can also be im ­
proved and a detailed account can be found in  [20]. However the firs t order 
corrections to  the e lectrom agnetic fie ld  have a m agnitude G ( a 2M 4v 5) w hich is 
a fac to r 0 ( v 2) sm aller than the m agnitude of the lowest order fie ld G ( M 2v 3), 
hence the cloverleaf correction is not required when w orking  to  0 ( M v 4).
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3.7 T h e  E v o lu tio n  o f th e  Q u a rk  P ro p a g a to r
The evo lu tion  equation (3.41) for the quark propagator is appropria te  for leading 
order 0 ( M v 2) terms. Now th a t a ll 0 ( M v 4) corrections have been established, 
the evo lu tion  equation can be m odified to  include them
<3(x, t  +  a ) =  ^1 — U } ( x ) ( l  -  (1 -  a 6 H ) G ( x , t )  (3.56)
where the in it ia l cond ition  is given by
G (x , 0) =  <5Xj0 (3.57)
and SH  contains all four re la tiv is tic  corrections and the two la ttice  spacing cor­
rections.
2 M 6° 24 M 6° 16n (M 60)2
A ll o f the  difference operators in  (3.58) act on everyth ing  to  the  rig h t, w ith  th e ir 
action identica l to  the difference operators defined in  equations (3.33), (3.34) and
(3.35). However the action of the centred difference operator acting  on the  E 
fie ld  in  (3.58) is defined as
A-j-E =  -— ^  [U i ( x ) E i ( x  - f a i ) J j } { x ) — U } (x  — a i )E { ( x  — a i )U i (x  — a i ) (3.59)
2 a I
Th is  is d iffe rent from  th a t o f (3.35) in order to  preserve the gauge invariance of 
the N R Q C D  la ttice  Lagrangian.
3.8 R a d ia tiv e  C orrections
In section (3.3.1), re la tiv is tic  correction term s to  the non re la tiv is tic  quark La­
grangian (3.5) were considered, each w ith  its  own coupling constant q . These
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coup ling  constants were found by com paring N R Q C D  to low energy Q C D  at tree 
level. However rad ia tive  corrections to  these tree level values are believed to  be 
large and m ust therefore be taken in to  account, and the coupling constants m ust 
be sh ifted  away from  th e ir tree level values appropria te ly . The be lie f th a t ra ­
d ia tive  corrections are large comes from  the fact th a t M onte Carlo estim ates for 
most short distance quantities on the la ttice  disagree poo rly  w ith  lowest order 
la ttice  pe rtu rb a tion  theory estimates. An exam ple is the vacuum expecta tion  
value of the  la ttice  gluon operator UM in the Landau gauge [27].
(1 -  l- T r U , ) Mc  =  U . m  (3.60)
Th is  is the la ttice  analogue of the expectation value ( A 2) o f the square o f the 
gauge fie ld  A^.  Since ( A 2) is quad ra tica lly  d ivergent, the loop in tegra l is dom ­
inated by m om enta close to  the c u tt-o ff and so at /3 =  6.0 p e rtu rb a tion  theory 
should work for cut-offs of order a couple of GeV or larger, g iv ing
(1 -  l- T r U , ) PT =  0.97aLott =  0.078 (3.61)
where aLatt =  5f2/47r. As can be seen, the result obta ined by p e rtu rb a tion  theory, 
d iffers considerably from  the M onte Carlo estim ate. These differences arise from  
the naive re la tionsh ip  between the la ttice  gauge lin k  arid continuum  gauge fie ld
U „ ( x )  =  eigaA“ M  1 +  i g a A ^ x )  (3.62)
Th is expansion seems reasonable when the la ttice  spacing a is sm all, b u t i t  is 
m isleading since fu rth e r h igher corrections in the expansion do not vanish as 
powers o f a in  quantum  theory. H igher order term s in the expansion o f 
conta in  add itiona l factors like  g2a2A 2 where A 2 w ill quad ra tica lly  diverge as 
and so precisely cancel out the a2. For exam ple
g2a2A \  ~  a2M 2v6 ~  ~  g3 (3.63)
Consequently these higher correction term s to  are suppressed on ly  by powers 
o f g (no t a), and tu rn  out to  be large. These corrections are known as Q CD
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tadpole  con tribu tions and lead to large renorm alizations between the la ttice  and 
the continuum , which in tu rn  leads to  large coefficients fo r p e rtu rb a tive  expan­
sions in  O'Latt and hence poor convergence of these expansions. Th is problem  
can be resolved by re fin ing the naive fo rm u la  th a t connects the la ttice  opera tor 
to  the  continuum  operator (3.62). Consider the vacuum expectation  values of 
these operators. In  the continuum , the expectation value (1 - f  i a g a ^ x ) )  is 1. In 
the la ttice  theory, tadpole  con tribu tions renorm alize the lin k  opera tor so th a t its 
vacuum expectation value is considerably sm aller than  1 [27]. Th is  suggests th a t 
the appropria te  connection w ith  the continuum  fields is more like
Un(x)  —► u0( l  +  i a g A ^ ( x ) )  (3.64)
where u0 is a gauge inva rian t expression, which can be defined is several ways, 
here i t  is chosen to  be the fou rth  roo t of the p laquette  expectation  value
Uo =  ( f  JV (3.65)
For a more continuum  like behaviour, a ll gauge links appearing in operators 
are d iv ided  by the param eter Uq. Th is is im p o rta n t when the chromoelectric. 
and chrom om agnetic fields are evaluated. Th is  involves the evaluation o f the 
p laquette  which contains the four U^ fields arid tadpole im prov ing  using the 
above p rescrip tion  w ill change the de fin ition  o f the cloverleaf te rm  according to
B  ->  ^  (3.66)
Un
This increases the strength o f the fields and therefore neglecting tadpo le-im provem ent 
w ill severly underestim ate sp in -p littings . S im ila rly , th is  p rescrip tion  fo r b u ild in g  
con tinuum  operators suggests tha t
&g = ' ^ 2  7p ^ ~ ^ T r ( U p  - \-Up)  where g2 =  - ? (3.67)
2 gzK  u l
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is a b e tte r gluon action fo r la ttice  QCD. In p a rticu la r, pe rtu rb a tion  theory, ex­
panded in o.Latt =  g2/ 47t is fa r more convergent. Th is is because tadpole  im prove­
m ent has removed the tadpole con tribu tions which are responsible fo r the  b u lk  
o f ra d ia tive  corrections meaning th a t i t  is now possible to  keep tree level values 
for the  a rb itra ry  coupling constants cl5 . . . ,  c6.
3.9 M eso n  O p erato rs
From  section (3.2) i t  was seen th a t the F W T  transfo rm ation  decouples the  4 
component, D irac spinor T  in to  a 2 component Pauli spinor iJjq describing the 
quark dynam ics and a 2 com ponent spinor \ A  describing the a n tiqua rk  dynam ics. 
The actions for the quark and an tiquark  are then defined by
5  =  SQ +  SA (3.68)
where the quark action can be w ritte n  in the form
s q =  ^ 2 ^ i x ) K Q{x ^ y ) ^ ( y )  (3-69)
x , y
where K q ( x , y )  is the inverse of the quark Greens func tion  from  which the quark 
propagator can be found. The an tiquark  action is s im ila r ly  w ritte n  as
S a  =  J 2  x \ x ) K a (x , y ) x ( y )  (3-70)
A consequence of the decoupling from  a D irac spinor T  to  2 Pauli spinors 'ipQ and 
Xa is th a t K A{x^y)  =  /Fq (x , y)  [29]. Th is result is im p o rta n t since i t  connects 
the dynam ics of the quark and an tiquark  meaning th a t the an tiquark  propagator 
is given by the com plex conjugate o f the quark propagator.
In  order to  sim ula te  mesons on the la ttice , i t  is necessary to  define meson
operators.
0 ( x )  =  x a (x W H ' q (x ) 0 \ x ) =  ^ q ( x )T x a (x ) (3-71)
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where fo r exam ple ^ q ( x )  creates a quark and x \ { x ) creates an an tiqua rk , com ­
b in ing  these in the form  of C T(x) creates a meson, w ith  the appropria te  quantum  
num bers determ ined by F. O (x )  consequently m ust be a meson a n n ih ila tio n  
opera tor th a t destroys the quark and antiquark. To define meson co rre la tion  
functions fo r each type  of meson state, i t  is necessary to  define T e xp lic it ly . The 
spectroscopic no ta tion  for meson states are conventiona lly  labelled by the quan­
tu m  numbers spin 5 , o rb ita l angular m om entum  L  and to ta l angular m om entum  
J , usua lly  given in  the compact form  2S+1T j.  O f these three quantum  num bers, 
on ly  the to ta l angular m om entum  J  is conserved. However tw o o ther quan tum  
num bers, the in tr in s ic  p a rity  P  and the charge conjugation C are conserved and 
fo r mesons are given by P  =  ( —1)L_1 and C  =  ( —1)L+5. I t  is therefore possible 
to  label meson states by J I C instead. From th is  we can see th a t states w ith  the 
same J FC w ill m ix  together, fo r exam ple, the 35'i and 3D \ .  The types o f operator 
T chosen to  create various meson states are given in table (3.1), along w ith  the 
la ttice  cubic group representation for each state.
As an exam ple of how these operators work consider the creation o f the 1 So 
state, where the operator T is chosen to  be the id e n tity  m a tr ix  / .  Th is  choice can 
be jus tified  by noting  tha t the state has spin 5  =  0 and o rb ita l angular m om entum  
L  =  0. I t  therefore does not need components form ed from  Pauli spin m atrices 
to  p ro jec t spin or spatia l derivatives to  p ro ject angular m om entum .
As another exam ple consider the 3S\ state where S =  1, L  =  0, and J  — 1, 
again no derivatives are required to  act on the fields to  p ro jec t o rb ita l angular 
m om entum , w h ile  spin S =  1 is created using the Pauli spin m atrices
cr =  (crx., CTy, (Tz) (3.72)
I t  is possible to  p ro jec t in d iv id u a l polarisations of 35 i state; 35 i: r ,  3S \y  and 3S\z  
using the  respective spin m atrices ax, ay and crz.
As a fina l exam ple consider the x P i state where S =  0, L  =  1 and J  =  1. 
I t  can be seen th a t th is  state requires no spin m atrices since 5  =  0 b u t requires 
L  =  1 which can be achieved by m aking  the operator F acting on the  fie ld , a
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Meson state La ttice
2S+lL j  ( J p c ) Representation T
' S o ( 0 - + ) A “ + I
3 5 , ( 1 - - ) T i ( . ) <T.
’ C , ( 1 + - ) A .
3 P 0 ( o + + ) A + + £ j  A 3 ^
3 P , ( 1 + + ) 'T ' +  +
1 m
A { ( T  j
3 - P 2 ( 2 + + ) i  j
r r + +
2 ( d ) A  i ( T j  - f  A ? cr t
(* f ^ i )
' £ * 2 ( 2 - + ) E m
D j j
^ 5 ) D i j
(* / i )
3 C , ( I " ) 7 U*) D i j  <7j
3 D 2 ( 2 ~ )
b•<>»
Q
1b*<">
( D i i  D j j  ) (J/; T
D j k & j  D k i & i
3 £>3 ( 3 " ) 5 2- ( D i j O " k  T  D j k ( j  i  3" D  k i  &  j ) /  3
T n ~ ) A * c r *  2j j ^ )C T j  D i j (J j
T 2 ( i j ) {D a  D  jj^(Jk~\~
^ ( Dki D k j )
Table 3.1: Various meson operators. A t- denotes the sym m etric  la ttice  deriva tive  
and D i j  =  A tA  j  — 8{jA 2/3 .
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deriva tive  A*. A fa r more rigorous derivation  of m any of the d ifferent meson 
operators shown in tab le  (3.1), can be found in [29].
3.10 M eson  C o rre la to rs
In  the  previous section i t  was shown how meson operators can be form ed to  create 
or ann ih ila te  mesons w ith  specific quantum  numbers. The propagation o f these 
mesons from  space po in t x 0 to  x  and tim e  t 0 to  t is represented by the  corre la tion  
fun c tio n
C(x, t; x 0, to) =  (0 |(9(x , i ) 0 +(xo,^o)|0) (3.73)
Inse rting  the meson operators (3.71) we obta in
C(x,t ]x0,t0) =  ( 0 |x ( x ^ ) r +^ (x , i)V ’t (xo ,fo ) rx t (x0,^o)|0) (3.74)
m aking  colour arid spin indices e xp lic it, the corre la tion  function  can be w ritte n
as
C (x, t - x 0, to) =  (0|x?(x , W tp ' ip i  (x,t)r/)f(x0Ao)r5£x ]£(x o ,M l0)
=  (o|xia(x ,O x i£(x o^ o)r l/?^ f ( x , t ) 0 j5(xo,to)r5£|o) (3 .7 5 )
We can now w rite  the corre la tion func tion  in term s of Green functions [30]
^(x, t; xo, t0) = G-"e(x,T,Xo,io;t/)r^G^(x,i;xo,to; U)TSt 
=  T r [G t (x ,^ ;x 0, t o ; t / ) r tG (x , f ;x o , io ; t / ) r ]  (3.76)
where the Green functions represent quark propagators on a single gauge config­
u ra tion  7/, which are then averaged over the com plete set of gauge configurations 
{ U }  w ith  the correct B oltzm ann weight (see section 1.4 for more deta ils). The 
trace is taken over both spin and colour indices.
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3.11 E ffec tive  M ass
In the  Euclidean space of the la ttice  these tw o po in t corre la tion  functions decay 
exponen tia lly  w ith  tim e  w ith  an exponent equal to the energy o f the  hadron ic 
state in  question. To show th a t th is  is the case consider the corre la tion  fun c tio n
C ( t )  =  G M (t) =  <0 |O (t)C p0)|0>  (3.77)
In the  Feynman path in tegra l approach the operator O  is in the Heisenberg 
representation and evolves in Euclidean tim e
O ( t )  =  U 'O { 0 ) U  (3.78)
where U  =  e~Ht is the Euclidean space evo lu tion  operator for some H am ilto n ia n
opera tor 7~i. Inserting a com plete set of energy eigenstates states in to  equ (3.77)
(3.79) 
we obta in
E l n ) M  = 1
n
C ( t ) =  E (0 |O (* ) l« > (n |C , (0)|0>HR
n
=  ^ ( 0 H / t C (0 ){ /|n )(n |O t (0)|0)//f l
n
= ^ < ° |C ’(0)e-w |n)(n|Ot (0)|0)sH
n
= O ° l 0 (0) M 2e“ B" ‘
n
= |( 0 | O ( 0 ) | l ) | V M l‘ +  (3.80)
where we have restric ted  ourselves to  states w ith  zero m om entum  so th a t E n =  
M n. For hadrons at rest equ (3.80) is known as a tim eslice propagator fo r the 
hadron w ith  quantum  numbers o f the operator O.
A useful too l in  diagnosing the po in t in tim e  at which a ll the higher mass 
states have decayed away is the effective mass function
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m e// -  in
C{t -f 1)
(3.81)
As t —> oo th is  function  levels out in to  a plateau at M i,  enabling one to  id e n tify  
the  ground state. In practice however it  is usual to  use the effective mass func tion  
to  p ick out the tim e  region in  which the ground state dom inates. The meson mass 
is then extracted w ith  more accuracy by f it t in g  the tim esliced propagator to  an 
exponentia l Ae~mt over th is  region. The am p litude  (0 |(9(0)|n ) is the m a tr ix  
e lem ent fo r the decay of the meson, a non -pe rtu rba tive  q u a n tity  which can on ly  
be calculated by la ttice  sim ulations.
3.12 S m earing
As discussed in  the  last section the ground state mass of a p a rticu la r meson state 
is extracted by e lim in a tin g  con tribu tions from  all the  higher mass states |n) from  
the corre la tion  func tion  (3.80). Th is is achieved by tak ing  the tim e  to  in fin ity . 
On a la ttice , however th is  is not, possible since there is a res tric tion  on the  size 
of the tim e  d irection  and the signal w ill become dom inated by noise before the 
ground state is isolated. To increase the num erical accuracy of the s im u la tion  the 
signal m ust be extracted at earlie r tim es where the noise has not yet started  to  
dom inate. Th is is possible using smeared operators. In earlie r sections on ly  local 
operators were considered, m eaning for exam ple th a t the tw o -po in t co rre la tion  
function  fo r the ! 5o state is calculated by creating the meson at a single source 
po in t. S im ila r ly  in the case of the 1 P\ state, the an tiqua rk  was displaced by a 
m in im a l am ount, o f one la ttice  spacing re la tive  to  the  quark to  p ro jec t ou t the 
required angular m om entum . Mesons are thus created at a single local source 
p o in t, for exam ple at the orig in  o f the la ttice  at t =  0, and evaluated at a ll possible 
sink points. These sink points are then summed over the three spatia l d irections 
to  ob ta in  the tim esliced propagator from  which masses are extracted. There 
are thus three choices for im p rov ing  the local hadron operators using smearing; 
smear the sink, smear the  source or both . To im plem ent smearing the quark or
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an ti-qua rk  is smeared over the whole o f the la ttice  re la tive  to  the a n tiqua rk  or 
quark w ith  an appropria te  w eighting function . The idea is th a t a meson opera tor 
is chosen in  such a way th a t the ground state (or firs t excited state, . . . )  overlap 
w ill dom inate  from  sm all tim es onwards.
The meson operators used to  create the states investigated in  th is  thesis 
are form ed from  two operators T and 5 ( r ) ,  where T is the 2 x 2  m a tr ix  in  spin 
space discussed in section (3.9) which generally includes derivatives th a t act on 
the rad ia l smearing function  S(r ) .  The smeared meson operator is defined as
r ( x )  =  TS(x) (3.82)
The role o f the rad ia l smearing func tion  allows us to  create states which we wish 
to  e x trac t w ith  a specific energy quantum  num ber n. T, as in the last section
makes sure th a t the state has the required quantum  numbers J p c . To p u t i t  on
a more fo rm a l basis we define the smeared an ti-quark  fie ld at the source by the 
replacem ent
X+(z 0, t) ->  x \ x o, t )  =  X )  S (z ~  x o ) x \ z ,  t) (3.83)
Z
and the smeared an tiquark  fie ld at the sink by
X (z , t )  -> x(aq t ) =  J 2  X{y,  t ) S \ y  -  x )  (3.84)
y
A general expression fo r the meson corre la tor w ith  smearing at the source and 
sink can be obta ined by su bs titu ting  these replacements in to  (3.77)
to) = £<0|x(*, *)rV(z, t)ip\x o ,  t0) rx f(^o, 0^)|o)
X
=  J 2  W x ( y , t ) ( f > \ \ y  -  x \ )Y ] ' i l)(x,t)' iJ)\xo,to)T(l)(\z -  x o D x ^ M J lO )
x , y , z
=  D  (0 |x (y , t ) T {sk)](y -  x) ip(x,  t ) ^ \ x o ,  t 0)T {sc)(z -  x 0) x \ z ,  01°)
x , y , z
(3 .85)
To im p lem ent smearing at the source num erica lly, i t  is known th a t at t =  0
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and so
(o|xf (z/)x(^o)|o) =  Sy>X0 (3.86)
<0|xt (y )x (^o )|0 ) =  ^ ( 0 | x t (y )x (^ ) |0 )5 '(z  -  x Q)
z
=  £ * , „ $ ( * - * o )
z
=  S { y - X  o) (3.87)
Therefore instead of s ta rting  off w ith  a de lta  function  in  the evo lu tion , th is  can 
he s im p ly  replaced by the func tion  S(y  — £o) over the whole of the la ttice .
For th is  thesis, smearings were required to  reproduce ground arid firs t ex­
cited D  states. These smearings are denoted by n sc and n ^ ,  depending on 
w hether the smearing is at the source or sink. For exam ple, n sc =  1 and 
risk =  2 denotes ground and firs t excited state smearing at the source respec­
tive ly . n sc =  loc denotes local smearing at the source arid is given by the de lta  
func tion  in  (3.86). The e xp lic it form s of smearing functions S ( r )  for any p a rtic u ­
la r meson state are obta ined using a R ichardson po ten tia l model [5], which yie lds 
values at in tegra l values of the radius from  the orig in  r. Values in between are 
obta ined using linear in te rpo la tion .
3.13 C o rre la te d  F its
As described in section (3.11) the effective mass func tion  can be used as a naive 
m odel to  determ ine the ground state mass. However since the  values o f the corre­
la to r at on ly  two tim eslices are used a more effective m ethod of de te rm in ing  the 
ground and subsequent excited states would be to  f i t  the data  from  one corre la ­
tio n  func tion  C ( t ; to) to  some functiona l form  over as m any tim eslices as possible. 
From equation (3.80) we know the form  of the behaviour o f the asym p to tic  fa ll 
o ff for a meson corre la tion  function . I t  would then seem appropria te  to  f i t  the 
data  from  one corre la tion  C ( t ] t 0) to  the function
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Ctheo{t510) — A \ t  ^  T  A 2e +  . . .  (3.88)
where the  energy o f the  ground state F j ,  the firs t excited state E 2 . . and the 
am p litudes y 4 i,A 2, . . .  are given as in it ia l guesses. The usual way to  f i t  data to  
a fun c tio na l fo rm  is to  m in im ise  a measure of the goodness of f i t  as a func tion  
of the  f i t  param eters ( A \ ,  E \ , . . .). The goodness of f i t  fo r th is  m odel is given by 
the y 2-fu n c tio n
^ 2  _  ^ 2  f  ^ ( ^ ')  ~  Ctheojtj] A i : A 2, . . . ,  E i , E 2, • .  . ) \  ^  ^
i=1 V ai /
and is subsequently m in im ised  by varying  each of the param eters in tu rn  and
re-eva luating. The y 2 func tion  has no specific value which needs to be reached 
upon m in im isa tio n  b u t in  general i f  y 2 per degree of freedom is less than  one 
then the f i t  is deemed acceptable. The num ber o f degrees of freedom are defined 
as iV -  n where N  is the  num ber o f data points and n is the num ber o f f itte d  
param eters. The quan tities  represented by cq are ju s t the standard deviations of 
the meson corre la tors averaged over configurations. The variance in  th is  case is 
defined as
s ^ i c w - c & m r  (3.90)
, N  — nI — 1
which can be ca lcu lated once the m in im u m  y 2 has been found.
3.13.1  M u lti-C orre la ted  F its
The m ethod  o f f i t t in g  to  a single corre la tion  discussed in the previous section is 
a naive m odel to  use fo r e x trac tin g  masses from  the data and can be im proved 
by s im u ltaneously  f i t t in g  to  several meson correlators which have d iffe rent types 
of sm earing. T h is  im proved m ethod described in [29] involves f it t in g  co rre la tion  
data to  one o f tw o fun c tio na l forms.
F irs tly  define the  meson corre la tion  function  as
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C ( n sc, n sk] t ) = {0 |O s i( i ) C tc(0)|0> (3.91)
where O sk represents the type  of smearing at the sink etc. Inserting  a com plete 
set o f energy eigenstates one obtains
C ( n ac, n sh- t )  =  £ m * ( i ) l * } ( * | C L ( 0)|0) e - E“  (3.92)
k
The firs t func tiona l fo rm  th a t can be fitte d  is called the m a tr ix  f i t  and is given
by
N e x p
Ctheoi^sci Tlsk j ^   ^ k)(Z (^ Tlskl k'jc (3.93)
k = 1
O ften the group of correlators used for the m a tr ix  f i t  have ( n sc, n Sk) given by
(1 ,1 ), (1 ,2 ), ( ‘2 ,1 ), (2 ,2 ). One can make the iden tifica tion  a (n sc, fc) =  (n |O jc(0)|0), 
k) =  (n \O lkm O )  as the sum over the exponentia l tends to  in fin ity .
The second functiona l form  is called the vector or row f it  and is given by
N  e x p
C theo(nSc ,n sk- t )  =  Y  K n sc, k)e~Ekt (3.94)
k = 1
w ith  b(nsc, k ) =  ci(nsc, k)a*( loc,  k),  where n sk in  equ (3.93) has been replaced 
w ith  loc. The group of correlators used for the row f it  have (n sc, loc) given by 
( l , /o c ) , ( 2 , /o c ) , . . . .
D iffe rent com binations of smearing at the sink and at the source can be 
used sim ultaneously in the f it  restra in ing  the energy param eters for each o f the 
rad ia l excita tions to  have the same value. Th is w ill invo lve using data w hich is 
corre lated between data points from  d ifferent meson corre la tion  functions as well 
as the  corre la tion  from  d ifferent t im e  values. To do th is  we define a generalised 
version o f equ (3.89) fo r the y 2 to  be m in im ised
N c o r r  t  m a x
X 2 =  £  E  ( C a (<) -  ^ " ( M i ) )  b 2
C X , 0  =  1 t y t ' - t - m i n
(3.95)
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The O', /? indices represent d ifferent meson corre la tion  functions, i.e., d iffe ren t 
types of smearing com binations and t and t ' are tim e  indices. C theo is the fu n c ­
tio na l form  th a t is f itte d , which is e ither o f the type  (3.93) or (3.94) and a* are the  
f i t t in g  param eters. The m a tr ix  a 2 is called the covariance m a tr ix  and measures 
the  lik e ly  error on each of the data-points. I t  is defined by
I NConf
f )  =  —  £  (Ca(t) - <C«(<)» ( C f ( t )  ( C , m  (3.96)
t ' c o n f  r  i =  1
where N conj  is the num ber of gauge configurations. The covariance m a tr ix  is a 
square m a tr ix  of side length ( N corr x TV*), where N corr is the num ber o f corre la tors 
used in the sim ultaneous f it  and N t is the tim e  range in  which the f it t in g  is 
perform ed. The best f it ,  using the m u lt i correlated f it  is obta ined in the same 
way as deta iled in the last section. In it ia l guesses are given fo r each o f the 
f it  param eters and y 2 is calculated and then m in im ised  by varying each o f the  
param eters in tu rn  u n til the y 2 per degree of freedom is less than  one.
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C h a p te r  4
Sim ulation  R esults
In  th is  chapter the spectrum  of the D-states of T  at (3=6.0 w ill be studied in 
de ta il. The spectrum  can be obta ined using the m u lti-exponen tia l and m u lt i­
corre lated f it t in g  methods described in  the last chapter. S im u la tion  data is also 
stud ied fo r (3 =  5.7 so th a t scaling behaviour can be exam ined.
The w ork of th is  chapter was perform ed on 163 x  24 la ttices at (3 =  6.0. 
105 quenched configurations using the  standard W ilson g luon ic action were used, 
gauge fixed to  Coulom b gauge w ith  s im ulations beginning on 8 d iife ren t o rig in  
sites and 4 d iffe rent s ta rting  tim e  slices per configura tion  as described in [32]. 
Equation  (3.56), discussed in section (3.7), was used to  evolve quark propagators.
4.1 T u n in g  th e  B are  Q u a rk  M ass
As discussed in  Chapter 3, the param eters of N R Q C D  m ust be tuned to  m atch 
experim enta l values. The inverse la ttice  spacing a-1 is determ ined by m atch ing  
energy levels sp littin gs  to  th e ir  experim enta l values. For th is  thesis an inverse 
la ttic e  spacing of a-1 =  2.59(5) GeV was used for the (3 =  6.0 s im u la tion  data  
which was obta ined by m atch ing  the  IP  — I S  dimensionless s p lit t in g  to  expe ri­
m ent. T h is  w ork was carried out by [34]. The bare quark mass is determ ined 
as follows.
From  experim ent, there is evidence to  show th a t spin-independent sp littin gs
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such as IP  —15 do not depend s trong ly on the bare quark mass M fe° [10, 31], how­
ever the  spin-dependent sp littings  do [31]. For the hyperfine s p lit t in g  35 i — j 5 0, 
there are no experim enta l results, however i t  seems to  be inversely p ropo rtiona l 
to  from  p e rtu rba tion  theory and at least rough ly on the la ttice  [31]. So i t  is 
very im p o rta n t to  tune th is  mass to  its correct value.
As described in  [31], the m ethod for tun in g  the bare quark mass involves tw o 
s im u la tions o f the T  meson in the 35 i channel. The firs t s im u la tion  is to  com pute 
the n on -re la tiv is tic  energy for the T ’s w ith  small components o f three-m om enta, 
the o ther w ith  zero m om entum . The difference between these n o n -re la tiv is tic  
energies equals the k in e tic  energy of the meson
P T (p ) -  P T (0) =  ^ —  (4.1)
where Mkin is called the k in e tic  mass. Hence the mass obta ined is m atched to  the 
experim enta l T  rest mass value o f 9.46 GeV. Th is w ork was carried out in [31] 
and a dimensionless bare b quark mass of a M 3 =1.71 was found to  give a k in e tic  
T  mass of 3.94(3) w hich when m u ltip lie d  by a~] =2 .59(5) GeV gives a k in e tic  T  
mass o f 9.5(4) GeV, which is equal to  the experim enta l value w ith in  error.
4.2 F it t in g  R esults  for th e  D  states
In th is  section m u ltip le  exponentia l fits  are used to  ex trac t the ground and firs t 
excited states for the D states o f the T  meson which are listed in  tab le  (3.1) in 
section (3.9). These states are the l D 2T ,  l D 2E,  3D 2T , 3D 2E,  3D 3S and 3D \ ,  
where E  and T  label the two possible la ttice  cubic group representations fo r the 
1D 2 and 3D 2 states. In p rinc ip le  at least, the E  and T  representations o f the 
1D 2 state should have the same ground state mass w ith in  errors, as should the  E  
and T  representations of 3D 2. C a rry ing  out n  m u lt i exponentia l fits  w ill give an 
accurate value for n — 1 states w ith  higher excited state con tam ina tion  contained 
in the last exponentia l.
Before u tilis in g  the f it t in g  methods outlined  in section (3.13.1) the q u a lity
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of the  data was assessed by looking at effective mass plots for all possible smearing 
com binations of each state. These plots were also used to  determ ine the in it ia l 
values fo r the f it t in g  param eters to  be in p u t in the f it t in g  routines. In figures (4.1) 
to  (4.7) the effective masses are p lo tted  fo r each of the D states studied fo r th is  
thesis. Looking at figure (4.1) the effective masses are p lo tted  against t im e  t for 
every type  of (source,sink) com bination  of the 1D 2T  state. The ( lo c , l) ,  ( l, lo c )  and
(1,1) p lo ts have reasonable p la teaux which suggests th a t ground state smearing 
has worked. The (loc,2), (2,loc) and (2,2) p lots show reasonable p la teaux at low 
t in d ica tin g  a firs t excited state, the signal then decays towards the ground state 
and is even tua lly  lost in noise.
Table (4.1) shows results obta ined from  vector fits  to  the 1D 2T  ground state 
energy over various tmin/tmax ranges as well as the q u a lity  of the f it ,  Q. The upper 
p a rt o f the  tab le  involved shows the sim plest possible f i t  - a single corre la tion  
func tion  w ith  (n sc, n sk) =  (1 ,/oc) which was fitte d  to  a single exponentia l ansatz 
o f the  form  (3.88). I t  can be seen from  the tab le  th a t the ground state is steady 
over a large tmin/tmax and exh ib its  good, stable Q values down to  t min =  4. In 
general the best estim ate for the ground state mass is taken to  be given at the  
lowest t min possible, corresponding to  such a stable range o f appropria te  Q values 
shown in the table. Hence a good estim ate of the ground state mass is ind icated 
by the Q value of 0.49, g iv ing  0.770(5) for the mass at t min =  4. F irs t and 
h igher excited states can contam inate  the ground state. In  order to  see i f  there 
is h igher state contam ina tion , two corre lations fitte d  to  two exponentia ls can be 
used instead of one to  ex trac t the ground state mass and give a rough estim ate of 
the firs t excited state. I t  is often possible to  obta in  a good f it  at a lower t min using 
th is  m ethod than in the sim ple single corre la tion f it .  I f  th is  is the case, then the 
single corre la tion  f it  shows th a t the ground state has p robab ly been contam inated 
by the  firs t excited state at th is  lower tim e  range. The two corre la tion  f it  is then 
usua lly  considered to  be the more accurate f it  at the lower tim e  range where 
h igher state con tam ina tion  has taken place for ex trac ting  the ground state mass, 
a lthough as stated above the firs t excited state extracted from  th is  f i t  is on ly  a 
rough estim ate  since it  may be contam inated by the second excited state. Even in
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the cases where ground states extracted from  single corre la tion  vector fits  cannot 
be re lied upon, they s t ill have value, as they can often be used to  ob ta in  estimates 
for energies and am plitudes for p a rticu la r states w ith  d iffe rent smearings (nsc, n sk) 
and these am plitudes can be used as in it ia l guesses for fits  th a t are harder to 
perfo rm , such as m a tr ix  fits.
The lower part of tab le  (4.1) shows results obta ined from  a vector f i t  to  the 
1D 2T  ground and firs t excited state energies over various t min/ t max ranges. The 
f it  involved two corre la tion  functions w ith  (nsc, n sk) =  (1 ,/oc) and (2 Joe)  w h ich 
were f it te d  to  a two exponentia l ansatz. Again i t  can be seen th a t the ground state 
is reasonably steady at low t min/ t max, and a good estim ate is given at t min =  2, 
g iv in g  0.750(7) w ith  Q value 0.42 and the firs t excited state is estim ated by 
0.087(9). As can be seen from  the table, the inclusion of a second corre la tion  and 
exponentia l to the f it  allows the ground state mass to  be extracted at a lower 
t.min than  in  the single corre la tion  case, suggesting th a t the ground state was 
con tam ina ted  by the firs t excited state. F igure (4.2) shows p lo ts of the ground 
state given by the one and two corre la tion vector fits . I t  can be seen clearly  th a t 
the  ground state from  the two corre la tion  f it  is stable at low tmin. Th is  is because 
any con tam ina tion  from  higher states is removed by the second exponentia l. Th is  
case contrasts c learly w ith  the single corre la tion f it  where the ground state can 
be seen to  rise at low t min due to  the excited state, bu t at h igher £min, bo th  fits  
are in  agreement as expected. Table (4.2) shows results obta ined from  m a tr ix  
fits  to  four 1D 2T  corre lations w ith  (n sc, n sk) =  (1 ,1 ), (1 ,2 ), (2 ,1 ) and (2 ,2 ). 
I t  was generally harder to  obta in  reasonable Q values fo r m a tr ix  fits  of the  D 
states since the signals for the above correlations are lost in noise earlie r than  
the  ( l, lo c )  corre la tion  used in the vector fits , and so fo r th is  reason the tim e  
range over which the f it t in g  took place was reduced s ligh tly . However, a steady 
ground state can be seen over a reasonable tmin/tmax and the Q value o f 0.10 
corresponding to  tmin =  8 indicates a good f it  and gives an estim ate o f 0.740(31) 
fo r the  ground state mass. The corresponding firs t excited state mass is estim ated 
to  be 0.812(40).
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F igure  4.1: 1 D<{1' E ffective masses by (source,sink)
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f it N1 y exp tmin/tmax e 2 Q
fit  to l 3 /16 0.779(4) 0.05
( l, lo c ) 4/16 0.770(5) 0.49
5/16 0.766(6) 0.58
6/16 0.763(7) 0.52
7/16 0.759(8) 0.50
8/16 0.756(11) 0.41
9/16 0.767(15) 0.46
10/16 0.759(18) 0.40
11/16 0.750(23) 0.31
12/16 0.788(31) 0.86
13/16 0.785(43) 0.69
14/16 0.818(70) 0.55
fits  to  ( l, lo c ) 2 1/16 0.749(5) 0.996(7) 0.04
and (2,loc) 2 /16 0.750(7) 0.987(9) 0.42
3/16 0.753(9) 0.993(13) 0.36
4/16 0.748(13) 0.960(18) 0.69
5/16 0.754(17) 0.955(27) 0.59
Table 4.1: Vector fits  to  1 D 2T  w ith  1 and 2 exponentials.
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f it N1 y exp imin 1 ^ e 2 Q
fits  to 0Lu 4/14 0.763(8) 0.959(22) 0.06
(1,1),(1,2) 5/14 0.754(10) 0.929(30) 0.04
(2,1),(2,2) 6/14 0.753(13) 0.912(44) 0.03
7/14 0.733(24) 0.828(33) 0.08
8/14 0.740(31) 0.812(40) 0.10
9/14 0.755(23) 0.925(86) 0.15
10/14 0.753(23) 1.055(161) 0.21
11/14 0.750(35) 1.104(243) 0.09
12/14 0.821(47) 1.398(189) 0.47
Table 4.2: M a tr ix  f it  to  1D 2T .s w ith  2 exponentials.
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F igure 4.2: The circles show a 1 exponentia l f it  w h ile  the crosses show a 2 expo­
nentia l f i t  for the 1D 2T  state.
The results from  s im ila r vector fits  carried out on the 1D 2E  ground state energies 
are shown in tab le  (4.3). The upper part o f the tab le  shows a single (1 ,/oc) cor­
re la tion  fit te d  to  a single exponentia l. As can be seen the ground state is steady 
over a large t m{nl t max and a good mass estim ate is given at t min =  5 o f 0.741(7) 
w ith  Q value of 0.42. As before, to  see i f  there is any firs t excited state contam ina­
tio n , two corre lations are fitte d  to  tw o exponentials. Th is  two corre la tion  f i t  was 
hard to  perfo rm  since it  seemed sensitive to the in it ia l f it t in g  param eters given 
to  the  f it t in g  rou tine  and consequently most of the fits  a ttem p ted  (fo r d iffe ren t 
am p litudes, energies and t maxs) had very poor Q values. The fina l and best f it  
shown in the lower h a lf of the tab le  shows acceptable ground state masses w ith
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reasonably stable Q values. The best estim ate of the ground state is ind icated 
by Q =  0.30 at t min =  5 g iv ing  0.76(4) and the firs t excited state is estim ated 
to  be 0.86(5). However the am p litude  (obtained from  the f it t in g  rou tine ) fo r the 
overlap o f the firs t excited state to  the ground state was essentia lly zero (since 
it  was 50 per cent sm aller than i t ’s error) suggesting th a t the two corre la tor 
functions are uncorrelated, i.e. smearing fo r the ground state is w ork ing  well, so 
overlap w ith  the firs t excited state is very small. Th is m ay expla in  w hy i t  was 
more d iff ic u lt to  perfo rm  th is  f it  compared w ith  the two corre la tion  vector f i t  fo r 
1D 2T  since more rea lis tic  in it ia l f it t in g  parameters had to  be estim ated in  order 
to  achieve convergence in the f it t in g  rou tine , since the effective mass p lo t fo r 
(1, loc) c learly  shows th a t there is l i t t le  overlap w ith  (2, loc). See figure (4.3). I t  
is also evident from  th is  figure th a t the (2, loc) signal is lost in  noise before i t  can 
decay to  the ground state, c.f. (2 ,loc) p lo t in  figure (4.1). I t  appears then, th a t 
the tw o corre la tion  f it  has not given any im provem ent in s ta tis tica l accuracy over 
the single corre la tion  f it ,  which in th is  case is believed to  give the more re liab le  
estim ate  o f the ground state. Table (4.4) shows the m a tr ix  f it  to  the four 1 D 2E  
corre la tions (1 ,1 ), (1 ,2 ), (2 ,1 ) and (2 ,2 ). Th is state has a steady ground state 
and a good estim ate is given at t min =  6 as 0.757(14) w ith  Q value o f 0.76 and 
are consequently in agreement w ith  the single corre la tion  vector f it.
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Figure 4.3: 1D 2E  E ffective masses by (source,sink)
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f it N1 v exp Im in/^mai E i E Q
fit  to 1 3/14 0.758(5) 0.03
( l, lo c ) 4/14 0.749(6) 0.18
5/14 0.741(7) 0.42
6/14 0.742(8) 0.32
7/14 0.748(11) 0.29
8/14 0.751(13) 0.21
9/14 0.775(19) 0.45
10/14 0.768(25) 0.32
11/14 0.767(35) 0.17
12/14 0.829(56) 0.30
fits  to  ( l, lo c ) 2 3/14 0.719(14) 0.890(16) 0.03
and (2 ,loc) 4/14 0.710(20) 0.869(22) 0.05
5/14 0.762(35) 0.859(45) 0.30
6/14 0.779(41) 0.859(56) 0.20
7/14 0.784(53) 0.888(88) 0.11
8/14 0.855(100) 0.904(141) 0.08
9/14 0.758(69) 1.038(226) 0.06
10/14 0.808(239) 1.031(737) 0.02
Table 4.3: Vector fits  to  1D 2E  w ith  1 and 2 exponentials.
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f it N1 v exp I m i n / l m a i ' E i e 2 Q
fits  to 2 1/12 0.770(6) 0.970(9) 0.00
(1,1),(1,2) 2/12 0.761(6) 0.942(11) 0.00
(2,1),(2,2) 3/12 0.753(8) 0.926(17) 0.03
4/12 0.745(11) 0.885(22) 0.25
5/12 0.732(15) 0.854(28) 0.24
6/12 0.757(14) 0.898(57) 0.76
7/12 0.805(56) 0.752(27) 0.83
8/12 0.766(19) 0.725(103) 0.75
9/12 0.781(26) 0.768(38) 0.68
10/12 0.492(232) 0.758(43) 0.73
Table 4.4: M a tr ix  f it  to  1D 2E .s w ith  2 exponentials.
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Table (4.5) shows the two vector fits  applied to  the 3 D 2T  ground and firs t ex­
c ited  state energies. The upper part o f the tab le  shows a single corre la tion  f i t  to  
one exponentia l and again shows a steady ground state over a large t min/ t max. 
The Q value o f 0.73 corresponding to  a ground state mass of 0.747(8) at t min = 4  
ind icates a reasonable estim ate. The lower pa rt o f the tab le  shows the two cor­
re la tion  f it  where i t  was also d iffic u lt to  obta in  reasonable Q values, since i t  was 
h ig h ly  sensitive to  the in it ia l f it t in g  parameters. A fte r much va ria tion  of these 
param eters a fina l f it  was obta ined w ith  reasonable ground state masses and sta­
ble Q values where a best estim ate of the ground state is given by 0.75(4) at 
t min =  5 w ith  Q value 0.17. The corresponding firs t excited state is estim ated to 
be 0.87(7), a lthough once again the am p litude  for the overlap of the firs t excited 
state w ith  the ground state is essentially zero and the (2, loc) effective mass p lo t 
in  figure (4.4) shows th a t the firs t excited state signal is lost in  noise before it  
can decay to  the ground state. Again the single corre la tion f it  is deemed m ore 
acceptable. Table (4.6) shows the corresponding m a tr ix  f it  to  the 3D 2 ground 
and firs t excited state energies, where a steady ground state is present and the 
best estim ate  is given by 0.770(18) at t min =  6 w ith  Q value 0.36 and the  cor­
responding firs t excited state is estim ated to  be 0.99(10). The estim ate fo r the 
ground state extracted from  the m a tr ix  f i t  agrees w ith in  errors to  the estim ate  
extracted  from  the single corre la tion  vector fit .
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Figure 4.4: 3 D 2T  Effective masses by (source,sink)
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f it N1 v exp tmin/tmax e 2 Q
fit  to l 1/12 0.777(4) 0.00
( l, lo c ) 2/12 0.767(5) 0.07
3/12 0.757(6) 0.31
4/12 0.747(8) 0.73
b i n 0.743(10) 0.67
6/12 0.745(12) 0.56
7/12 0.754(17) 0.52
8/12 0.773(23) 0.66
9/12 0.774(35) 0.45
10/12 0.723(51) 0.93
fits  to  ( l, lo c ) 2/13 0.740(35) 0.868(42) 0.06
and (2 ,loc) 2 3/13 0.723(28) 0.856(37) 0.07
4/13 0.712(35) 0.830(48) 0.10
5/13 0.751(44) 0.870(73) 0.17
6/13 0.711(75) 0.768(80) 0.17
7/13 0.751(77) 0.870(126) 0.12
8/13 0.866(105) 0.999(188) 0.44
9/13 0.688(719) 0.859(* *  * ) 0.63
10/13 0.751(207) 0.870(440) 0.36
Table 4.5: Vector fits  to  3D 2T  w ith  1 and 2 exponentials.
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f it N1 '  exp i  ■ / tLm i n /  bm a x £2 Q
fits  to 2 3/12 0.756(10) 0.937(23) 0.00
(1,1), (1,2) 4/12 0.751(13) 0.907(31) 0.01
(2,1), (2,2) 5/12 0.745(18) 0.881(39) 0.05
6/12 0.770(18) 0.989(96) 0.36
7/12 0.746(36) 0.828(83) 0.43
8/12 0.744(86) 0.809(74) 0.28
9/12 0.753(49) 1.234(484) 0.82
10/12 0.584(398) 0.695(105) 0.77
Table 4.6: M a tr ix  f i t  to  3D 2T .s w ith  2 exponentials.
Table (4.7) shows vector fits  to  the 3D 2E  ground and firs t excited state energies. 
Again the upper part o f the tab le  shows a one corre la tion f it  and i t  also displays 
steady estimates o f the ground state masses which have a steady Q values over a 
large ^mivi/^rnax range. The Q value of 0.87 signals a good estim ate of 0.776(6) at 
tmin =4 . The lower part o f the tab le  shows the two corre la tion , two exponentia l f it  
and th is  too displays a steady ground state of which a good estim ate is ind ica ted  
at Q value o f 0.32 of 0.763(11) at f m4n= 2 and the corresponding firs t excited state 
is estim ated by 0.98(1). Table (4.8) shows the m a tr ix  f it  to  the 3D 2E  ground and 
firs t excited state. Again there is a steady ground state over a large t min/ t max 
and a good estim ate is given at t min =  2 g iv ing  0.786(7) w ith  Q value 0.21 and 
the firs t excited state is estim ated to  be 1.01(1). The estim ate  fo r the ground 
state extracted  from  the m a tr ix  f it  agrees w ith in  errors to  the estim ate  extracted  
from  the single corre la tion  vector f it .
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Figure 4.5: 3D 2E  Effective masses by (source,sink)
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f it N1 v exp tmin/tmax c , e 2 Q
f it  to l 1/15 0.801(4) 0.00
( l, lo c ) 2/15 0.788(4) 0.44
3/15 0.784(5) 0.52
4/15 0.776(6) 0.87
5/15 0.771(8) 0.89
6/15 0.764(9) 0.95
7/15 0.764(13) 0.90
8/15 0.762(16) 0.84
9/15 0.772(22) 0.81
10/15 0.754(29) 0.83
11/15 0.725(38) 0.94
12/15 0.717(53) 0.84
13/15 0.686(75) 0.86
fits  to  ( l, lo c ) 2 1/15 0.780(12) 0.972(12) 0.00
and (2 ,loc) 2/15 0.763(11) 0.978(13) 0.32
3/15 0.751(12) 1.005(17) 0.44
4/15 0.747(17) 0.989(25) 0.50
5/15 0.754(22) 1.016(42) 0.51
6/15 0.754(34) 0.970(65) 0.46
7/15 0.769(49) 0.987(114) 0.33
8/15 0.730(67) 0.963(132) 0.27
Table 4.7: Vector fits  to  ^D ^ E  w ith  1 and 2 exponentials.
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f i t N1 v exp tmin / tmax e 2 Q
fits  to 2 1/9 0.800(5) 1.040(10) 0.01
(1 4 ) ,  (1.2) 2 /9 0.786(7) 1.009(13) 0.21
(2,1),(2,1) 3 /9 0.779(8) 1.008(20) 0.21
4 /9 0.773(11) 0.969(27) 0.17
5 /9 0.761(15) 0.943(39) 0.13
6 /9 0.768(18) 0.977(74) 0.13
7 /9 0.753(48) 0.827(83) 0.07
8 /9 0.757(39) 0.494(225) 0.42
Table 4.8: M a tr ix  f it  to  l,D 2E .s w ith  2 exponentials.
Table (4.9) shows the two vector fits  th a t were applied to  the 3D^S  ground arid 
firs t excited state energies. As before the upper part o f the tab le  shows the single 
co rre la tion  f i t  to  the ground state again showing a steady range of ground state 
mass estim ates over large tmin/tmax• A good estim ate is given at t min =  4 o f 
0.781(6) w ith  Q value 0.60. The lower part o f the tab le  shows the two corre la tion  
f i t  to  the ground state and also shows a steady range of values over large t min/ t max, 
where a good estim ate  is given at t min = 3  of 0.760(15) w ith  Q value 0.70 and the 
firs t excited state  is estim ated to be 1.01(2). Table (4.10) shows the m a tr ix  f it  to  
the 3D zS  ground and firs t excited state energies. There is a steady ground state 
w ith  reasonable Q values and a good estim ate is ind icated by the Q value 0.17 
given at t min =  2 o f 0.789(7) and the firs t excited state is estim ated by 1.01(1).
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f it N1 y exp trninl t E, e 2 Q
fit  to l 2 /14 0.798(4) 0.08
( l, lo c ) 3/14 0.791(5) 0.19
4/14 0.781(6) 0.60
5/14 0.773(8) 0.74
6/14 0.771(10) 0.65
7/14 0.766(14) 0.57
8/14 0.759(19) 0.48
9/14 0.761(26) 0.34
10/14 0.724(31) 0.66
11/14 0.699(43) 0.61
12/14 0.674(67) 0.38
fits  to  ( l, lo c ) 2 1/14 0.781(12) 0.979(13) 0.00
and (2 ,loc) 2/14 0.781(15) 0.979(17) 0.39
3/14 0.760(15) 1.009(19) 0.70
4/14 0.745(20) 0.971(26) 0.84
5/14 0.757(31) 0.965(45) 0.76
6/14 0.738(40) 0.959(62) 0.65
7/14 0.702(56) 0.935(82) 0.56
8/14 0.609(78) 0.890(76) 0.62
Table 4.9: Vector fits  to  3D 3S w ith  1 and 2 exponentials.
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f it ’Lf'Xp tmin j^raax E x E i Q
fits to 2 1/9 0.804(6) 1.042(10) 0.01
(1.1), (1,2) 2 /9 0.789(7) 1.008(13) 0.17
(2,1), (2,2) 3 /9 0.780(9) 1.007(20) 0.21
4 /9 0.772(11) 0.970(26) 0.18
5 /9 0.758(16) 0.942(37) 0.11
6 /9 0.770(20) 0.968(72) 0.07
7/9 0.725(88) 0.802(46) 0.07
8 /9 0.769(40) 0.431(220) 0.92
Table 4.10: M a tr ix  f it  to  3D 3S.s w ith  2 exponentials.
Table (4.11) shows the two vector fits  for the 3D \  ground and firs t excited state 
energies. Again the upper part of the tab le  shows the single corre la tion  f it ,  and 
it  displays steady estimates of the ground state masses which have steady Q
values over a large t min/tmax range. The Q value o f 0.90 indicates an estim ate  of
0.749(6) fo r the ground state at t min= 5. The lower part o f the tab le  shows the 
tw o corre la tion  vector f it  and th is  exh ib its  a steady ground state down t min o f 2.
A good estim ate is ind icated by the Q value 0.50 of 0.740(17) at t min= 4 and the
corresponding firs t excited state is estim ated to  be 0.91(2). Table (4.12) shows 
the m a tr ix  f it  applied to  the 3D \  ground and firs t excited states, where a ground 
state mass can be extracted from  t min= 9 upwards. The best value is given by 
0.72(3) w ith  Q value 0.11 at t min—9 and the firs t excited state is estim ated to  
be 0.85(11). The estim ate for the ground state extracted from  the m a tr ix  f it  
agrees w ith in  errors to  the estim ate for the ground state extracted from  the  two 
co rre la tion  fit.
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f it /V1 v exp ^min /  ^ £2 Q
f it  to l 1/14 0.781(3) 0.00
(1 ,loc) 2/14 0.769(3) 0.05
3/14 0.762(4) 0.34
4 /14 0.755(5) 0.73
5/14 0.749(6) 0.90
6/14 0.748(8) 0.84
7/14 0.743(9) 0.84
8/14 0.741(12) 0.75
9/14 0.747(15) 0.69
10/14 0.742(19) 0.56
11/14 0.735(26) 0.38
12/14 0.770(41) 0.43
fits  to  ( l, lo c ) 2 1/15 0.741(6) 0.957(8) 0.03
and (2 ,loc) 2/15 0.737(8) 0.947(10) 0.29
3/15 0.743(11) 0.941(14) 0.25
4/15 0.740(17) 0.908(21) 0.50
5/15 0.748(23) 0.901(31) 0.45
6/15 0.753(33) 0.887(48) 0.32
7/15 0.762(42) 0.895(73) 0.21
8/15 0.796(59) 0.915(119) 0.17
9/15 0.809(96) 0.966(238) 0.12
Table 4.11: Vector fits  to  3D \  w ith  2 exponentials.
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f it N1 v exp 1,71 i n  / t E[ e 2 Q
fits  to 2 7/13 0.727(23) 0.850(52) 0.00
(1,1), (1,2) 8/13 0.706(41) 0.793(47) 0.00
(2,1), (2,2) 9/13 0.721(32) 0.845(111) 0.11
10/13 0.727(31) 0.912(202) 0.15
11/13 0.686(71) 0.948(278) 0.16
Table 4.12: M a tr ix  l i t  to  3ZV s w ith  2 exponentials.
State Vector f it M a tr ix  f it
3d 3s 0.760(15) 0.789(7)
3d 2e 0.763(11) 0.786(7)
3d 2t 0.747(8) 0.770(18)
1d 2e 0.741(7) 0.757(14)
' D 2T 0.750(7) 0.740(13)
3D\ 0.740(17) 0.72(3)
Table 4.13: Comparison of results obtained from  vector and m a tr ix  f it t in g  m ethod
To conclude th is  section tab le  (4.13) summarises the  results obta ined for 
vector and m a tr ix  fits . As can be seen, the errors are qu ite  high, a lthough any 
discrepancies between vector and m a tr ix  fits  fo r a p a rticu la r state are not m ore 
than 2 sigma.
4.3 F it t in g  R esults  for Spin  S p littin g s
Spin sp littin gs  fo r S, P and D sta.tes etc., arise from  term s in the Lagrangian 
(3.30) which involve the spin <r,
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~ C:,8(M t° )2< r^ A  x E - E  x A) and (4.2)
The firs t te rm  gives rise to  the P and D state fine structure , w h ile  the second 
accounts for the hyperfine S s p littin g . For th is  thesis, on ly  the D state spin 
sp litt in g s  were exam ined, and consequently on ly the firs t te rm  is of in terest here. 
A n  order o f m agnitude for the firs t te rm  can be made fo llow ing  the argum ents of 
section (3.3). The couplings are set to  tree-level values, c3 =  c4 =  1, and p u tt in g  
cr =  1 /2  and M £ ~  M , the spin te rm  is evaluated as
a M v 4
~  • (A  x E  -  E  x A )   (4.3)
8 (M 6 )2 v ; 16 v '
T ak ing  the  dimensionless mass as a M = 1.71 and v 2 ~  0.1, the spin te rm  has
a dimensionless order of m agnitude 0.001. As can be seen from  tables (4.1) to
(4.12) the typ ica l error fo r ground state masses for both  vector and m a tr ix  fits
would not be able to  d is tingu ish  these sp littings  adequately. To get around th is
prob lem , one can take advantage of the fact th a t meson corre la tion  functions
w ith  the same o rb ita l angular m om entum  bu t d iffe ring  spin o rien ta tion , can be
h ig h ly  correlated. Th is allows a d irect f i t  to  the s p lit t in g  between them , using a
single exponentia l o f the  form
R a tio (t) =  (4.4)
W here 8E  is the difference between the ground state energies o f both the mesons 
invo lved. The m ethod is known as ra tio  f it t in g  and has the advantage o f re­
ducing s ta tis tica l errors because the high corre la tion between the num erato r arid 
denom inato r is d iv ided  out.
In  the  a tte m p t to  evaluate the D state sp littings , advantage was taken of 
the m ax im u m  corre la tion  between p a rticu la r polarisations of la ttice  representa­
tions fo r D states obta ined from  the same source state. For exam ple the l D 2T x y  
po la risa tion  is form ed from  the sp in /spa tia l sym m etry  m a tr ix  F =  D xy. The
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1 D 2T x y  state w ill be m a x im a lly  correlated w ith  the fo llow ing  p a rticu la r p o la r i­
sations consisting of the 3D 2E x  state having T =  D zxcry — D xya z, the 3D 2E y  state 
having F =  D xycrz -  D yzax and 3D 3S  state having T =  ( D xycrz-{- D yzax +  D zxcry) /3  
(see tab le  (3.1)). Since the in it ia l source spinors on ly have an upper spin com ­
ponent and since the action of crz preserves th is , the above m entioned states 
w ill be m a x im a lly  correlated w ith  the p a rticu la r po larisation  of 1 D 2T xy .  Using 
s im ila r argum ents, i t  is possible to  work out which other po larisa tion  states are 
m a x im a lly  correlated.
From the po ten tia l models discussed in C hapter 2, i t  is expected th a t the  D 
state spin sp littin gs  w ill not be as large as those for the P states. The s tudy by
[12] p red icted  the D state masses to  be 3 D \  10.120, 3D 2 10.126, 1D 2 10.127 and 
3 D 3 10.130 GeV respectively, g iv ing  an average s p lit t in g  o f around 4 M eV. The 
average sp littin gs  for the P states are found expe rim en ta lly  to  be around 20 M eV
[10], From another s tudy of the T  meson using N R Q C D  [32], sp littin gs  of around 
0.007 in la ttice  units were found for the P states at (3  =  6.0. Th is means th a t we 
can p robab ly  expect the sp littings  for the D states to  be rough ly around 0.003 in 
la ttice  un its, lln fo rtu n a te ly  th is  is below the s ta tis tica l error in a lo t o f the ra tio  
fits  carried out for th is  thesis.
Despite the fact th a t the ra tio  fits  cannot be used to accurate ly determ ine 
the spin sp littin gs  for the D states, they can be used to help establish the order 
of the  states. For exam ple from  the results o f ra tio  fits , i t  seemed tru e  th a t the 
3D 2 and 1D 2 were heavier than the 3D \  state (tables (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16)). 
The 3D 3 was heavier than the 3D 2E  (tables (4.17) and (4.18)), however the ra tio  
f it  o f 3D 3 to  1D 2T  looks strange (tab le  (4.19)).
O f the rem ain ing possible fits  (i.e. the ra tio  fits  for 3D 2 to  l D 2) there 
were some problems w ith  the 3D 2 and 1D 2 states. I t  was o rig in a lly  though t 
th a t these problems could be due to  d iscretisation errors or f in ite  vo lum e effects. 
F in ite  vo lum e effects would p robab ly effect a ll o f the D states together since they 
are o f s im ila r size. D iscretisation errors w ill act to  sp lit the T  representation 
from  the E representation for both the 1D 2 and 3D 2 states. As an exam ple 
of the  problem s encountered tab le  (4.20) shows the  results for a ra tio  f it  fo r the
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f it i ^ e x p ^ m i n  / ^ m a x E x Q
( l, lo c ) 1 2/13 0.0082(15) 0.13
3/13 0.0078(22) 0.09
4/13 0.0029(32) 0.22
5/13 0.0068(46) 0.24
6/13 0.011(7) 0.22
7/13 0.019(9) 0.22
8/13 0.038(14) 0.58
9/13 0.041(20) 0.42
10/13 0.036(29) 0.25
11/13 0.044(45) 0.10
Table 4.14: R atio  f it  to  3D 2T y z -3D iX  w ith  1 exponentia l.
f it i n  j  ^ Q
( l, lo c ) 1 1/15 0.0114(9) 0.11
2/15 0.0089(14) 0.26
3/15 0.0098(24) 0.21
4/15 0.027(34) 0.78
5/15 -0 .0026(49) 0.89
6/15 -0 .0065(66) 0.90
7/15 -0 .0063(89 ) 0.84
Table 4.15: Ratio fit to 3D 2 T z x - 3 D \ y  with 1 exponential.
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f it “ ' exp  ^m m / Bn Q
( l, lo c ) 1 1/14 0.0208(11) 0.00
2/14 0.0141(16) 0.27
3/14 0.0120(21) 0.34
4/14 0.0077(28) 0.69
5/14 0.0075(38) 0.60
6/14 0.0101(53) 0.55
7/14 0.0173(73) 0.72
8/14 0.024(10) 0.75
9/14 0.033(14) 0.77
Table 4.16: R atio  f it  to  1 D 2E y z -3D \Z  w ith  1 exponentia l.
fit, “ ex p ^ m i n  1  ^ m a x £1 Q
( l, lo c ) 1 2/15 0.0106(3) 0.42
3/15 0.0082(20) 0.55
4/15 0.0053(30) 0.63
5/15 0.0016(42) 0.69
6/15 0.0075(61) 0.78
7/15 0.0051(87) 0.71
8/15 0.004(12) 0.64
9/15 -0 .005 (16 ) 0.54
10/15 -0 .023 (20 ) 0.69
11/15 -0 .006 (28) 0.69
12/15 0.012(4.3) 0.57
Table 4.17: Ratio fit to 3D 3 S- 3 D 2 EX  with 1 exponential.
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f it T l ax p t r a i n  / ^ m a x Ex Q
( l, lo c ) 1 ■2/15 0.0112(13) 0.12
3/15 0.0066(20) 0.67
4/15 0.0048(29) 0.64
5/15 0.0018(42) 0.65
6/15 0.0096(61) 0.89
7/15 0.0045(87) 0.89
8/15 0.0032(125) 0.81
9/15 -0 .0052(168) 0.78
10/15 -0 .021 (23) 0.83
Table 4.18: R atio  f it  to  ~ D^S-^ D 2E y  w ith  1 exponentia l.
f it < l ex p t r a i n / Ex Q
(1 ,loc) 1 1/14 -0 .0068(3 ) 0.00
2/14 -0 .0037(5 ) 0.08
3/14 -0 .0026(8 ) 0.16
4/14 -0 .0014(11) 0.20
5/14 -0 .0014(17) 0.14
6/14 -0.00006(238) 0.11
7/14 0.0013(34) 0.08
8/14 0.0002(50) 0.05
9/14 0.097(72) 0.11
Table 4.19: Ratio fit to 3D 3 S - 1 D 2T x y  with 1 exponential.
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f it Tlexp t Itmini ^max £1 Q
(1 ,loc) 1 1/14 0.022(3) 0.38
2/14 0.022(3) 0.31
3/14 0.030(5) 0.78
4/14 0.032(6) 0.72
5/14 0.037(8) 0.73
6/14 0.029(11) 0.77
7/14 0.022(16) 0.72
8/14 0.021(22) 0.60
9/14 0.016(29) 0.46
10/14 0.024(43) 0,31
Table 4.20: R atio  f it  to  3D 2E x - 1 D 2E y z  w ith  1 exponentia l.
3D 2E x  — 1 D 2E y z  s p litt in g , which seems to  show th a t the 3D 2E  is heavier than  the 
1D 2E  by som ething like 0.02. Th is is a much bigger s p lit t in g  than expected and 
probab ly in the wrong d irection  (the  po ten tia l model p redictions have 1D 2 heavier 
than 3D 2). S im ila r results were found for ra tio  fits  using d iffe rent polarisations of 
3D 2E  and 1D 2E.  W hen the ra tio  fits  w ith  the T  representation were exam ined, 
it  was very unclear whether 1 D 2 or 3D 2 was heavier.
In an a tte m p t to  determ ine w hether the problems ou tlined  above arose from  
fin ite  vo lum e effects or d iscretisation errors, ra tio  fits  were carried out for the  E 
to  T  representation fo r the 3 D 2 arid 1D 2 states respectively. For the the case of 
1E 2 i t  seems p re tty  clear th a t the E representation is sp lit from  the T  and th a t all 
o f the 1D 2T  states (i.e 1 D 2T x y : T y z  and T z x ) have the same mass as each other. 
S im ila r ly  the 1D 2E  states (i.e. 1 D 2E x y  and l D 2E y z  seem to  have the same
mass as each other. Th is  is exactly  w hat one would expect from  d iscre tisa tion  
errors. The sp littin gs  found for each of the  possible ra tio  fits  seem qu ite  high and 
are all very s im ila r, around 0.01-0.02, p u tt in g  the 1D 2T  above the AD 2E .  See 
tab le  (4.21) for an exam ple. I t  is unclear why these d iscre tisation  errors were not
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f it exp ^min !  tynax Ex Q
(1 ,loc) 1 1/14 0.020(2) 0.70
2/14 0.019(3) 0.67
3 /14 0.021(4) 0.66
4/14 0.022(5) 0.57
5/14 0.025(7) 0.51
6/14 0.017(10) 0.55
7/14 0.014(14) 0.45
8 /14 0.006(18) 0.38
9/14 0.07(24) 0.34
Table 4.21: R atio  f it  to  1 D 2T x y - A D 2E x y  w ith  1 exponentia l.
observed for the P state sp littings . One p oss ib ility  m ay be th a t the  D states are 
more sensitive to  the errors tha t appear, perhaps because they are m ore squeezed 
in the volum e.
For the 3 D 2 case, it  is not as clear. There seems to  be a s p lit t in g  w ith in  
the 3 D 2T  representation itse lf w ith  3D 2T x y  ligh te r than the others. I t  is unclear 
why th is  should happen, though it  may be related to  the fact th a t the 3D 2T x y  
is unusual in th a t i t  has the same source as the 1D 2E  states. A l l  o f the o ther 
3D 2 states overlap w ith  1D 2T  at the source. So the 3D 2T x y  m ay look a b it  like 
a 1 D 2E  which is below the 1 D 2 (from  the discussion in the paragraph above). 
A p a rt from  th a t, there is no obvious sign of s p lit t in g  for the 3D 2 state, in  th a t 
3D 2E x and E y  seem to  m atch well to 3D 2T y z  and T zx .
I f  the problems exam ined here are due to  d iscretisation errors i t  is im p o rta n t 
to discuss how im provem ents can be made to  achieve be tte r results. There is a 
choice o f going to  a finer la ttice  which is costly or fu rth e r im p ro v in g  the N R Q C D  
action. How th is  is carried out is investigated in [20], and has been im plem ented 
by [33] fo r S and P states. Th is would allow someone to  repeat these results 
bu t w ith  sm aller d iscre tisation  errors. They would p robab ly also need higher
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s ta tis tics  and perhaps a bigger spatia l volum e and none of these im p lem enta tions 
would be possible on a line r la ttice  w ith o u t u tilis in g  massive com puter resources.
4.4  U p s ilo n  D  States at (3  — 5.7
In  add itio n  to  the s tudy o f the D states at (3 =  6.0, the 1D 2 state was also 
studied on a coarser la ttice , w ith  a spacing of (3 =  5.7. Th is w ork was perform ed 
on 123 x  24 la ttices w ith  42 quenched configurations using the standard W ilson  
g luon ic action. The s im u la tion  began on 8 d ifferent spatia l o rig in  sites and 2 
d iffe ren t s ta rting  tim e  slices per configuration. The inverse la ttice  spacing used 
in  th is  thesis for /3 =  5.7 was taken from  [34] and is given by a -1 =  1.41(4) GeV.
O n ly  two smearings were available for the 1Z)2, ( l, lo c )  and (1,1), which 
m eant on ly  single exponentia l fits  were possible. F igure (4.8) shows the effective 
mass p lo ts fo r both smearings, w ith  both p lots showing p la teaux in d ica tin g  a 
ground state for the 1 D 2
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0 2 4 6
( l . lo c )
0.8
0.6
0 42 6 8
t
Figure 4.8: l D 2 E ffective masses by (source,sink)
Table (4.22) shows the results of the single exponentia l f i t  to  the 1D 2 state
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w ith  ( l, lo c )  smearing and it  shows the presence of a steady ground state over 
a reasonable £mm/Tmaa;. The Q value of 0.87 corresponding to  a ground state  of 
1.103(14) at t min =  2 indicates a reasonable estim ate.
Table (4.23) shows the results of the single exponentia l f i t  to  the 1D 2 state 
w ith  (1,1) smearing. Th is  also shows the presence of a steady ground state over 
a reasonable t minl t max. The Q value 0.69 corresponding to  a ground state mass 
of 1.084(24) at t min =  2 indicates a reasonable estim ate.
f it N1 y exp C i Q
f it  to l 1/9 1.128(11) 0.27
(1 ,loc) 2 /9 1.103(14) 0.93
3 /9 1.099(19) 0.87
4 /9 1.084(28) 0.85
5 /9 1.103(44) 0.81
6 /9 1.081(66) 0.67
7 /9 1.175(143) 0.73
Table 4.22: Vector f it  to  x D 2 w ith  1 exponentia l.
4.5 Scaling o f R esults
The dimensionless ground state mass for 1 D 2 at (3 =  5.7 can be used to  ob ta in  a 
dimensionless s p lit t in g  w ith  the 3Si ground state mass predicted at (3 =  5.7 in  an 
earlie r w ork carried out by [29]. Here the ground state mass of the 3S i was found 
to  be 0.5187(6). T h is  gives a dimensionless s p lit t in g  of 1x D 2 — l 3Si =  0.584(14) 
in la ttic e  un its , where the  value of 1.103(14) from  the (1 ,/oc) f i t  was taken as 
the best value for l x D 2. In order to  make th is  s p lit t in g  d im ensionfu l so th a t 
the scaling at (3 =  5.7 can be compared w ith  (3 =  6.0 pred ictions, i t  m ust be 
m u lt ip lie d  by the inverse la ttice  spacing for (3 =  5.7 o f a-1 =  1.41(4) GeV. Th is  
gives the  s p lit t in g  as 0.823(31) GeV.
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f it N1 y exp t m i n  I ^ m a x E, Q
fits  to 1 1/8 1.091(17) 0.78
( i , i ) 2 /8 1.084(24) 0.69
3 /8 1.083(36) 0.55
4 /8 1.033(53) 0.63
5 /8 1.078(85) 0.55
6 /8 1.113(152) 0.29
Table 4.23: Vector f it  to  1D 2 w ith  1 exponentia l.
A s im ila r ca lcu la tion  to  th a t above can be used for the (3 =  6.0 predictions 
of section (4.2). In  th is  case the ground state mass of the 3 5 i  state is taken as 
0.4534(8), from  the earlier w ork of [31]. The dimensionless s p lit t in g  is given by 
I 1 D 2 — l 35 i =  0.294(5), where an average has been taken for the 1D 2 p redictions 
lis ted  in tab le  (4.13). Again to  make th is  s p lit t in g  d im ensionfu l it  m ust be m u lt i­
p lied by the inverse la ttice  spacing for j3 =  6.0 o f a-1 =  2.59(5) GeV, g iv ing  the 
s p lit t in g  as 0.761(20) GeV.
As can be seen from  the two sp littings  from  the d iffe rent la ttice  spacings 
there  is some sign o f lack o f scaling. However on ly  single exponentia l fits  could 
be carried out fo r (3 — 5.7 as the (2 Joe) smearings etc. were not available, so 
th is  could be the  reason for the problem . F igure (4.9) shows a graph of the  two 
sp littin gs  against a2.
As can be seen from  the graph the scaling is not too bad and we can 
conclude th a t lack o f scaling indicates th a t the continuum  result is sm aller than  
e ithe r resu lt. Though of course a cannot be taken to  zero in N R Q C D  (because 
of the non-renorm alisable in teractions) so in p rinc ip le  we have to  im prove the  
action u n t il th is  p lo t is fla t.
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F igure 4.9: The graph shows a scaling p lo t of the I D  — 15 sp littin gs  results for 
/3 =  5.7 and /3 =  6.0 against a2.
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C h a p te r  5
Conclusions
The m ethod of N R Q C D  has been shown in the past to  be an excellent m ethod 
for s im u la tion  and analysis o f the S and P states o f the upsilon spectrum  [31, 32]. 
The quenched sim ula tions at (3 =  6.0 o f Chapter 4 provided dete rm ina tions o f the 
D states o f the  upsilon spectrum , using the methods of vector and m a tr ix  f it t in g . 
A lthough  the predictions for each of the D states had fa ir ly  high errors, any 
discrepancies between vector and m a tr ix  fits  for a p a rticu la r state were w ith in  2 
sigma. Quenched s im u la tion  data on a coarser la ttice  at (3 =  5.7 was also studied 
for the 1 D 2 ground state to  provide scaling analysis w ith  the (3 =  6.0 s im u la tion  
data. Results of the scaling analysis gave a I D  — 15 s p lit t in g  of 0.823(31) GeV 
for /3 =  5.7 and a s p lit t in g  of 0.761(20) GeV for (3 =  6.0. These results p o in t to  
a lack of scaling. However, the fact th a t on ly single exponentia l fits  were carried 
out for (3 =  5.7, could be co n tr ib u ta ry  to  the lack o f scaling.
A lthough  no upsilon D states have been observed experim enta lly , an ex­
perim en ta l D state for charm onium  has been observed. I t  is the -0(3770) and 
is a lm ost ce rta in ly  a state (p robab ly  w ith  some S state adm ix tu re ). So the 
s p lit t in g  between the 0(3770) and the J / 0  gives some idea of the expected s p lit­
t in g  between T  {'iS i)  and the D states (a lthough of course a spin average would 
be preferable for a be tte r estim ate). T h a t the 0(3770) is a D state is im m ed ia te ly  
apparent when the levels are p lo tted  arid i t ’s w id th  exam ined fo r the a nn ih ila tio n  
decay to  e+ e~ [16]. I t ’s w id th  is much sm aller than the other states and is p ro ­
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p o rtion a l to  the w avefunction at the o rig in  squared in pe rtu rba tion  theory. So if  
it  was e n tire ly  a D state th is  would be zero and the state could never be made in  
e+ e~ collisions. Th is is why i t  is so hard to  find  them . For the upsilon D states, 
they w ill not be seen experim en ta lly  i f  there is not some m ix ing  w ith  the  S states 
to  give them  some wavefunction at the orig in .
From  experim enta l studies of charm onium , the l 3Th s p lit t in g  w ith  the spin 
averaged S state is 702 M eV. Also the po ten tia l model results quoted in C hapter 
2 seem to  be expecting a s p litt in g  o f around 700 M eV. So e ither we are seeing 
scaling v io la tions and the ‘con tinuum ' s p lit t in g  is more like  700 M eV , or we are 
seeing quenching errors. However the standard argum ents about quenching are 
th a t i t  affects states w ith  wavefunction at the o rig in , which would mean th a t the  
ID - IS  s p lit t in g  should not be affected any more than the IP -IS  s p lit t in g  (w hich 
was used to  set the scale). The other poss ib ility  is a fin ite  vo lum e effect squeezing 
the D states in the la ttice  ‘box' and pushing up th e ir mass. C a lcu la tions would 
need to  be carried out on a bigger spatia l volum e (in  physical un its ) to  check 
th is.
F in a lly  in conclusion, from  the single state fits  the ordering o f the D states 
are about r ig h t b u t the fine s truc tu re  could not be determ ined accurate ly from  
the ra tio  fits . T h is  was probab ly due to d iscre tisation  errors and possibly a lack 
o f s ta tis tics . These results could be im proved upon by going to  a finer la ttice  or 
fu rth e r im p ro v in g  the N R Q C D  action. Th is would allow a repeat o f these results 
b u t w ith  sm aller d iscre tisation  errors. Increased sta tis tics  would p robab ly  also 
be neccessary arid perhaps on a finer la ttice , a lthough a ll of these im provem ents 
would require  a huge am ount of com puter resources.
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